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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
I Plaintiff-Respondent, 1 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
I ALBERT RAY MOORE$ 
Supreme Court Case No. 36033 
1 Defendant-Aaaellant. 1 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE MICHAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
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Date: 2/27/2009 rth Judicial District Court -Ada Count. 
T~me: 10:09 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 3 Case: CR-MD-2006-0011756 Current Judge: Theresa Gardunia 
Defendant: Moore, Albert Ray 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
State of Idaho vs. Albert Ray Moore 
Date Code User Judge 
9/3/2006 CHAD Charge number 3: Charge Created Theresa Gardunia 
9/5/2006 NEWC ID Case Created Theresa Gardunia 
ORPD Order Appointing Public Defender Theresa Gardunia 
ID Case Opened 
ARRN ID Video Arraignment - 09/05/2006 
Theresa Gardunia 
Theresa Gardunia 
CHAD ID Charge number 1: Charge Booked by ACSO - Theresa Gardunia 
-Citation M 128246 




















Charge number 1: Bond Set at - 500 ~heresa Gardunia 
Charge number 2: Charge Booked by ACSO - Theresa Gardunia 
-Citation M 128246 
charge number 2: Bond Set at - 500 Theresa Gardunia 
Warrant Return Filed Theresa Gardunia 
Video Arraignment - Video Arraignment - Theresa Gardunia 
09/05/2006 
Video Arraignment Theresa Gardunia 
Order Appointing Public Defender Theresa Gardunia 
Charge number 1: Bond Reduced or Amended to Theresa Gardunia 
- $5000.00 
Charge number 1: Not Guilty Plea Theresa Gardunia 
Charge number 2: Not Guilty Plea Theresa Gardunia 
Jury Trial Set - 02/21/2007 Theresa Gardunia 
Event Scheduled - Pre-Trial Conference - Theresa Gardunia 
01 /23/2007 
Affidavit of Refusal 
on BAC 
Event Scheduled - File Review - 0911 312006 
Statelcity Request for Discovery 
Statelcity Response to Disc. Req. 
Defendant Request For Discovery 
D/L Suspended- BAC Refusal 
Charge number 3: Defendant Found Guilty 
Charge number 3: Final Judgment, Order or 
Decree 
Charge number 3: Sentenced to Fine & Costs - 
$250.00 
Motion - for Bond Reduction 
Motion -for Bond Reduction 
BOND REDUC DENIED 













Theresa Gar unia 
Date: 212712009 rth Judicial District Court - Ada Count, 
Time: 10:09 AM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 3 Case: CR-MD-2006-0011756 Current Judge: Theresa Gardunia 
Defendant: Moore, Albert Ray 
State of Idaho vs. Albert Ray Moore 
Date - Code User 
1011 812006 ML BOND REDUC DENIED 
1 111 712006 MOTN SR Motion - For In-Custody 
Alcohol Evaluation 
at County Expense 
1 1/28/2006 ORDR ML Order - EVAUCTY EXPENSE 
1/:23/2007 CONT ML Pre-Trial conference 
ML Def Waives Jury 
ML Set CT 
1/26/2007 CTSC MO Court Trial Set - 0511412007 
31112007 SM Charge number 1: Charge Amended From - S 
18-8004 M DUI 
SM Charge number I: To - S 18-8005-4 M DUI 2N 
SM Charge number 2: Charge Amended From - S 
18-8001 M DWP 
SM Charge number 2: To - S 18-8001 -4 M DWP 
3/i7/2007 REQD RC Statelcity Response to Disc. Req. - 
/Supplemental 
511 012007 VE CT Reset 278 
511 1 12007 CTSC WM Court Trial Set - 07/23/2007 
7/23/2007 CTSC ML Court Trial 








1111 912007 CONT 
JTSC 
HRSC 
Event Scheduled - Sentencing Hearing - 
0911 212007 
Event Scheduled - Sentencing Hearing . 
0911 212007 
Evaluation Received 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Order - Reset JTIPT 
Jury Trial Set - 12/14/2007 




Jury Trial Set - 0211 512008 
Event Scheduled - Pre-Trial Conference - 
01/22/2008 
Charge number 1: Charge Amended From - S 
18-8005-4 M DUI 2N 
Charge number I: To - S 18-8004 800 F DUI 
Charge number 1: Charge Filed Cause Found 


































Date: 2/27/2009 th  Judicial District Court -Ada Count) 
Time: 10:09 AM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 3 Case: CR-MD-2006-0011756 Current Judge: Theresa Gardunia 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
Defendant: ~oo re ,  Albert Ray 
State of Idaho vs. Albert Ray Moore 
Date - Code User Judge 
1 /,4/2008 SH Warrant Created - M0611756.01-01 Theresa Gardunia 
WAR1 SH Warrant Issued - M0611756.01-01 - 01/04/2008 Theresa Gardunia 
1/:23/2008 ARRN DF Arraignment - Jury Trial - 02/07/2008 Theresa Gardunia 
ARRN DF Arraignment - Arraignment - 02/07/2008 Theresa Gardunia 
2/7/2006 Charge number I: Bond Forfeiture - LG5-452925 Theresa Gardunia 
2/23/2008 ID Charge number 3: Arrested on Warrant, Theresa Gardunia 
Sequence# - .O1 
ID Arrested on Warrant, Sequence# - 02/25/2008 Theresa Gardunia 
2/25/2008 SM Warrant Return Filed Theresa Gardunia 
ARRN SM Video Arraignment -Video Arraignment - Theresa Gardunia 
02/25/2006 
ARRN DF Video Arraignment Theresa Gardunia 
DF Charge number 1: Bond Reduced or Amended to Theresa Gardunia 
- $10000.00 
HRSC RD Event Scheduled - Preliminary Hearing - Theresa Gardunia 
03/07/2008 
212612008 NOTC SG Notice - of Hearing Theresa Gardunia 
MOTN SG Motion -for Bond Reduction Theresa Gardunia 
RESD SG Defendant Request For Discovery Theresa Gardunia 
3/4/2008 MOTN AW Motion - to Exon/Sheriff Cert Theresa Gardunia 
3/7/2008 HRSC ME Event Scheduled - Preliminary Hearing - 
03/20/2008 
Theresa Gardunia 
ME Charge number 1: Defendant Bound Over - Theresa Gardunia 
H0800373 D.O1 
ME Charge number I: Count Bound To - H0800373 Theresa Gardunia 
D.O1 C.OO1 
Charge number 1: Bond Transferred To - Theresa Gardunia 
H0800373 D.01 C.001 
Charge number 2: Count Bound To - H0800373 Theresa Gardunia 
D.O1 C.002 
PHHD ME Preliminary Hearing Theresa Gardunia 
Finger Print Card# Sent to BCI - 0100084730 Theresa Gardunia 
Finger Print Card# Sent to BCI - 0100087098 Theresa Gardunia 
Finger Print Card# Sent to BCI - 0100088460 Theresa Gardunia 
Charge number 1: Disposition reported to D.O.T. Theresa Gardunia 
- M 0128246 M 
Charge number 2: Disposition reported to D.O.T. Theresa Gardunia 
- M 0128246 M 
911 912008 LETT TCCALLRL Letter from Defendant Theresa Gardunia 
Date: 2/27/2009 th Judicial District Court -Ada Count, User: CCTHIEBJ 
T~me: 10:08 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 4 Case: CR-FE-2008-0000373 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 
Defendant: Moore, Albert Ray 
State of Idaho vs. Albert Ray Moore 
Date Code User Judge 
312012008 NEWC ME Case Created - Bind Over M0611756 Michael McLaughlin 
COMM ME Charge number I: Committment and Papers Michael McLaughiin 







3/24/2008 INFO SM 
3/26/2008 ARRN KB 
CONT KB 
4/4/2008 PROS PRSMITTJ 
Charge number 1: Count Bound From - 
M0611756 D.O1 C.OO1 
Charge number 1: Bond Transferred From - 
M0611756 D.O1 C.OO1 
Charge number 2: Count Bound From - 
M0611756 D.O1 C.002 
Finger Print Card# Added 
Event Scheduled - 0900 - 03/26/2008 
Charge number 1: Exoneration of Bond - 
LG5-452925 - 03/20/2008 
Information and Papers Filed 
Arraignment 
Continued For Plea 
Prosecutor assigned Jan Bennetts 
4/9/2008 DCAR CCBROWKM Hearing result for Arraignment held on 












Arraignment- Court Reporter: Hohenleitner 
Number of Pages: less than 50 
HRSC CCBROWKM Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Michael McLaughlin 
06/25/2008 1O:OO AM) 
HRSC CCBROWKM Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 07/14/2008 09:OO Michael McLaughlin 
AM) 
HRSC CCBROWKM Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
0511 412008 11 :00 AM) 
411 1/2008 SCHE CCBROWKM Scheduling Order Michael McLaughlin 
5/14/2008 HRVC CCBROWKM Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Michael McLaughlin 
05/24/2008 11:OO AM: Hearing Vacated 
511 612008 MlSC TCBUCKAD Brief in Support of Defend's Motion to Dismiss Michael McLaughlin 
5/23/2008 NOTC TCURQUAM Notice of Intent to Use IRE 404(b) & ICR 16 Michael McLaughlin 
61212008 MlSC TCBUCKAD State's Response to Defend's Motion to Dismiss Michael McLaughlin 
611 012008 HRSC CCBROWKM Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
06/12/2008 10:OO AM) 
611 112008 RSDS TCURQUAM Statelcity Response to Discovery/Addendum Michael McLaughlin 
611 212008 DCHH CCBROWKM Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Michael McLaughlin 
06/12/2008 10:OO AM: District Court Hearing He11 
Court Reporter: Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 




Date: 2/27/2009 th Judicial District Court -Ada Count) 
Time: 10:08 AM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 4 Case: CR-FE-2008-0000373 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 
Defendant: Moore, Albert Ray 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
State of Idaho vs. Albert Ray Moore 
Date Code User Judge 
6/3012008 MlSC TCBUCKAD State's Supplemental Memo in Response to Michael McLaughlin 
Defend's Motion to Dismiss 
7/9/2008 DCHH CCBROWKM Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Michael McLaughlin 
07/09/2008 10:OO AM: District Court Hearina He11 - 
Court Reporter: Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 
HRVC CCBROWKM Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 07/14/2008 Michael McLaughlin 
09:OO AM: Hearing Vacated 
HRSC CCBROWKM Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/25/2008 09:OO Michael McLaughlin 
AM) 
HRSC 
711 Ol2008 SCHE 
71 1 112008 ORDR 






















Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Michael McLaughlin 
0811 312008 10:OO AM) 
Defend Supplemental Memo in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin 
to Dismiss 
Scheduling Order Michael McLaughlin 
Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Michael McLaughlin 
Motion to Dismiss 
Motion for Permission to Appeal from Michael McLaughlin 
lnterlocutory order 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
08/06/2008 1 1 :00 AM) 
Objection to Motion for Permission to Appeal from Michael McLaughlin 
lnterlocutory Order 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Michael McLaughlin 
08/06/2008 11:OO AM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Michael McLaughlin 
08/13/2008 10:OO AM: District Court Hearing Helc 
Court Reporter: Jayleen Tillman 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 08/25/2008 Michael McLaughlin 
09:OO AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/25/2008 08:30 Michael McLaughlin 
AM) 
State's List of Potential Trial Witnesses Michael McLaughlin 
Order Denying Defendant's Motion for permissive Michael McLaughlin 
Appeal 
811 812008 HRSC CCBROWKM Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
08/20/2008 1O:OO AM) 
MOTN TCURQUAM Motion for Mental Eval Michael McLaughlin 
811 912008 AFFD TCBUCKAD Affidavit in Support of Motion for 18-21 1 Eva1 Michael McLaughiin 
QOOW 
Date: 2/27/2009 
Time: 10:08 AM 
Page 3 of 4 




















1111 012008 RSDD 
11/19/2008 DCHH 
1 1/20/2008 CONT 
rth Judicial District Court -Ada Counth 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2008-0000373 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin 
Defendant: Moore, Albert Ray 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
; Ray Moore 
User , Judge 
CCBROWKM Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Michael McLaughlin 
08/20/2008 10:OO AM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 
CCBROWKM Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 08/25/2008 Michael McLaughlin 
08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
CCBROWKM Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
09/10/2008 11 :00 AM) 
CCBROWKM Order for 18-21 1 Mental Evaluation Access & Michael McLaughlin 
Funds 
CCBROWKM Order to Pay from the Interlock Device Fund Michael McLaughlin 
CCBROWKM Continued (Hearing Scheduled 09/26/2008 Michael McLaughlin 
09:OO AM) 
CCBROWKM Order to Transport Michael McLaughlin 
CCBROWKM Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Michael McLaughlin 
09/26/2008 09:OO AM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 














Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Michael McLaughlin 
11/19/2008 10:OO AM) 
Scheduling Order - Amended Michael McLaughlin 
Order TO TRANSPORT Michael McLaughlin 
Statelcity Response to Discovery/Addendum Michael McLaughlin 
Miscellaneous Payment: Copy Money Paid by: Michael McLaughlin 
Moore, Albert Ray Receipt number: 2205356 
Dated: 10/1412008 Amount: $3.00 (Money order) 
Statelcity Response to Discovery/3rd Addendum Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Michael McLaughlin 
10/22/2008 10:OO AM) 
Order to Transport Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Michael McLaughlin 
10/22/2008 10:OO AM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 
Defendant's Response to Discovery Michael ~c~augh l i n  
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Michael McLaughlin 
11/19/2008 10:OO AM: District Court Hearing Helr 
Court Reporter: Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 00008 
Continued (Jury Trial 12/08/2008 08:30 AM) Michael McLaughlin 
Date: 2/27/2009 rth Judicial District Court - Ada Count, 
T~me: 10:08 AM ROA Report 
Page 4 of 4 Case: CR-FE-2008-0000373 Current Judge: Michaei McLaughlin 
Defendant: Moore, Albert Ray 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
State of Idaho vs. Albert Ray Moore 
Date Code User Judge 
1 1/20/2008 HRSC CCBROWKM Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Michael McLaughlin 
12/01/2008 03:OO PM) 
ORDR CCBROWKM Order TO TRANSPORT 12/1/08 Michael McLaughlin 


































Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 12/08/2008 Michael McLaughlin 
08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Michael McLaughlin 
12/01/2008 02:OO PM: District Court Hearing He11 
Court Reporter: Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 
Hearing Scheduied (Sentencing 01/14/2009 Michael McLaughlin 
02:OO PM) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-8004(1)(A) Michael McLaughlin 
IF) Driiing Under The Influence) 
Guilty plea form Michael McLaughlin 
Order to Transport 12/31/08 Michael McLaughlin 
Continued (Sentencing 22/31/2008 10:OO AM) Michael McLaughlin 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 12/31/2008 Michael McLaughlin 
10:OO AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 
Finding of Guilty (118-8004(1 )(A) {F) Driving Michael McLaughiin 
Under The Influence) 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention (118-8004(1)(A) {F) Michael McLaughlin 
Driving Under The Influence) Confinement terms: 
Credited time: 848 days. Penitentiary 
determinate: 1 year. Penitentiary indeterminate: 5 
years. 
Dismissed by the Court (118-8001 Driving Without Michael McLaughlin 
Privileges) 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Michael McLaughlin 
Judgment of Conviction Michael McLaughlin 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Michael McLaughlin 
Order Appointing SAPD on Appeal Michael McLaughlin 
Amended Notice of Appeal Michael McLaughlin 
MERIDIAN POLICE DEPT. 0 STEP 
, '.12,8246 
l d ~ k d  L~L;(~$ORM CITATION - . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 4TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND F0!9 THE COUNN OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO 
. COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS 
CO 
vs. GI nfraction Citation 
- i??ccl?r-e/. ) -=J- OR ) a s d e m e a n o i  Citation 
T. CV Last Name ) - 
' 03 P\be.r+- R i U Accident Involved CV 
4 Fiml Name Middle Inl8al 
IPUC # USDOT TK Census # 
C] Operator C] Class A C] Class B C] class c C] Class D O t h e ; \ d f f T k i f i ~ c l ' & ~ d  
C] GVWR 26001 + 16 + Persons C] Placard Hazardous Materials DR# fi b -%TTS 
Home Address f 1 b .I) I , MkL V ~ S )  m w m  
Business Address Ph # 
THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
at -o'clock R M. 
vio. #2 s')\nl ? l~-cfDl 
Code SBCUO" 
KQ <3'> \ 
MERIDIAN, ADA County, Idaho. 
802s Y ~ P L ~  
Serial #/Address Dept. 
( Date Witnessing Officer Serial #/Address Dept. 
TH.E-STATE OF iDAHO TOTHE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
ned to appear before the Clerk of the Magistrate's Court of the 
County, Idaho, 
T STREET on or aner a- 
I but &r befpre ,zo-, at 8 A.M.-4 O ' C I O ~  EM. - / I ac+?jwlgrec$ l" mm s a q  I promise to appear at the time i n d i d .  
5 W - . , bdvi z U 1 I I ) S J  Dsfendanlh Signature v 




c2 th< - Mfiwr .&' p y @ r  instructions. 5 NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy fo 




No. , * 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIRL DISJPICT RLEDaq MRGISTRRTE DIVISION * -  . . P. -32- 
OF THE STRTE OF IDRHO , IN RND FOR RDR COUNTY 
SEP 1 8 2006 
IN THE MRTTER OF THE ) 
SUSPENSION OF THE ) 
DRIVER'S LICENSE OF ) 
ORDER ON ~Hhl?%& 
HERRING FOR SUSF' 
MOORE RLBERT RRY ) OF DRIVER'S LICEN 
1611 N RDKINS ) 
MERI
SS# DO
Defendant ) CR. M0611756.01 
TO: THE DEPRRTMENT OF TRRNSPORTRTION, STRTE OF IDRHO RND 
THE RBOVE NRMED DEFENDRNT. 
The license of the fendant h 
police officer on the $ :?ye;: 
grounds that said defendan 
an evidentiary test for alcohol on after being 
re uested to do so, all pursuant to Section 18-8003, Idaho 3 Co e,pnd 
I/ The defendant - failed to request a hearing 
,within (7) days hf:in?he date of seizure. 
1/ R sworn statement of said pqlice officer regardin 
the.circumstances of said selzure and alleged refusa? 
having been delivered to the court. 
- R hearin havin been held at the re uest of said 
defendant and t8e court having determines. 
- that said seizure proper 
- that said seizure was impropet- 
- defendant having failed to appear at, or having 
vacated sald hearing 
- This court finds that the defendant's refusal to 
submit to an evidentiary test for alcohol 
concentrat ion requested to do so 
ursuant to I d a ~ ~ t ~ ~ d e b ~ ~ ~ ? i o n  18-8002 is at least 
Ris/her second refusal within five (5) years. 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the co~irt does 
findps herein set forth and that: 
-L/ The dri~er-~s license and driving privileges of the 
above-named defendant, including those granted b a 
temporary license or permit are hereby suspended Tor 
a period of: 
188 days 
x e a r  
from the date of this order. 
- The Idaho Department of Tpansportation immediate1 
reinstate the defendant's driverls license withoui , , 
the payment of any reinstatement fee. 
THE DEFENDRNT IS HEREBY NOTIFIED THQT: 
M8611756.01 
ORDER RE: SUSPENSION OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES - 2 :+, 
BY THE POLICE OFFICER QRE SUSPENDED and that the 
expiration of the pefiod,of this suspension does not 
reinstate your driver's lxcense and that ou must make 
a pl~cation to the Depat;taent of ~ r a n s ~ o r x a t i o n  of the 
state of Idaho for re~nstatement of ypur driver's 
license after the suspension et-iod explres. You do 
not have the right to obfain any temporary or 
restricted license or permit of any kind. 
Dated rn 
STRTE OF IDQHO 
COUNTY OF QDFI 
The undersi ned Clerk of the above entitled court 
certif jes that !he foregoing js a 
the orlglnal order of suspensxon 
by the court and on file in this 
hereof were served as follows on 
Defendant: 
Hand Delivered M a i l e d K  
Department of Transportat ion: 
Mailed X P.O. Box 34 
Boise. Idaho 
REV. 4/99 OSC 
a ~ a m e  &!&~r< mfi Ce 
Cell 4 
<m ADA COUNTY JAIL 
72 10 Barrister Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83704 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
State of Idaho 
) 
) 








Comes now (name) ,defendant in the above entitled action and requests 
that the court consider a motion for bond reduction pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2918. 
Defendant's S i g n a t u r e g w  /@.dẑ  
/ 
Date /0 .- 2- - 6 
j39 MOTION FOR BOND W D U m t o N  Page 1 of 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATEMENT OF DEFENDANT'S RIGHTS - MISDEMEANORS 
1. You have been charged with one or more misdemeanors. A misdemeanor is a crime which can result in a term of 
imprisonment in the county jail. You are entitled to a copy of the complaint(s) filed against you. If you cannot read, 
the complaint(s) will be read to you. The complaint itself is not evidence of your guilt. You have the right to remain 
silent. Any stateme--& used against you. Your s1-e used against you. 
' 
--.. ...  
If you are in custody, you have the right to reasonable bail to ensure your appearance in court and to release you 
from custody. You have the right to have an attorney represent you at all stages of these proceedings. If you are 
unable to afford an attorney and if the charge for which you are appearing will carry jail as a penally, you may apply to 
the court for appointment of an attorney at public expense. If you wish to have a court appointed attorney, please 
make your request today and the judge will decide if you qualify. You may be required to repay the county for any 
services of the public defender. - 
3. a court trial before a judge. At the trial, the prosecution 
has to prove your guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. You have the right to confront and cross examine (ask questions 
of) any witness who testifies against you and to subpoena witnesses on your own behalf without expense to you. 
You have the right to appeal any conviction or sentence to the District Court within 42 days of the date it is imposed. 
4. You may enter a plea of guilty or not guilty at this time. If you plead guilty, you waive your right against self- 
incrimination, your right to a trial by jury, and your right to confront the witnesses against you. 
5. If you plead NOT GUILTY. no comments should be made about the case, and the court will set a trial date and notify 
you or your attorney of that date. 
6. If you are pleading guilty to a general misdemeanor (not a D.U.I., driving without privileges, domestic battely, or 
possession of marijuana), the maximum penalty is generally a fine of up to $300 and up to six (6) months in jail. 
There are many exceptions, and if you are subject to a different penalty, the court will advise you. If you plead guilty 
to a D.U.I.. driving without privileges, domestic battery, or possession of marijuana charge, the minimum and 
maximum penalties for those charges are different, and you will be advised of this by the court. 
7. If you plead guilty or are found guilty of a traffic offense, a record of the conviction will be sent to the Department of 
Transportation and will become part of your driving record. There is a traffic violation point system, and the 
accumulation of points may lead to a suspension of your driving privileges if the court has not already done so. 
8. If you plead guilty to a D.U.I., domestic battery, or possession of marijuana charge, you will be required to undergo an 
evaluation at your own expense and prior to sentencing. The evaluation will be considered by the court in 
determining the appropriate sentence. 
9. At the sentencing you will be given the opportunity to make a statement on your own behalf. In addition to any fine 
imposed by the court upon a conviction, you will be required to pay courtcosts. 
I acknowledge that I have read this statement or it has been read to me, and 1 fully understand its contents. 
ALL Q ,- J p{o f< 
defendan5 Printed Name 
. _ ,,...,. ,,3-.."-a,L-ds.. i : j L . D ~  
, ~ .. 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER :, ,e,,----.....-.---P.~ 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 west Front Street, Suite 1107 
OCT 0 .3  2008, 
Boise, Idaho 83702 J, unviU i~AvAMROiQ, Clerk 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 By,"EPWpV .. 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7419 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs . 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) Criminal No. M0611756 
) 
) 






COmS NOW, the above-named Defendant, ALBERT RAY MOORE, by 
and through his Attorney of Record, the Ada County Public 
Defender's Office, FATIMA MOHAMMADI, handling attorney, and 
hereby moves this Honorable Court for its Order reducing bond in 
the above-entitled matter upon the grounds and for the reason 
that the bond is so unreasonably high that the Defendant, who is 
an indigent person without funds, cannot post such a bond and 
that Defendant has thereby been effectively denied his right to 
bail. 
d 
DATED, this 5day of October, 2006'. 
~. . . .. -.- 
-..-2. , \ 
MOHAMMADI 
Attorney tor Defendant 
.~ $ .$,. p ":", ' .' 
.:a:%,.-T-"M~TION FOR BOND REDUCTION, Page 1 
'%:,.bx--J.,\ 
'.~\,,'$ .) 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this day of October, 2006, 
I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR 
BOND REDUCTION to the: 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
by depositing the same in the I 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, Page 2 
R ' ~ ~ /  v E D
0 s &@ 
Ada dec"u.& CIe* 
NO .---,,-----... ". . .,. - 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant A M ~ d [ i L E ' : p  M 
200 west Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7419 
6 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Criminal No. M0611756 
Plaintiff, 1 
) / 7 c ) i w - P  
VS . ) REDUCING BOND -- 
&BERT RAY MOORE, 
Defendant. 
and the bond 
,,/' 
( 
DATED, this day of , 2 0 0 6 .  
RICHARD A. SCHMIDT 
Magistrate Judge 
& RDER REDUCING BOND 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7419 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
BY c. STEWART 
DEPUN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Criminal No. M0611756 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
VS . 1 MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
) 0 e W/&O , ,~s&.Fic I-=" 04% 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, -) S,fl.W"J c0-S.c- Q,$: 'do--r 5- 
) ,,,'q"",T.%+Z -- -72'- "+S-Bfl 
Defendant. ) /-,LA ~ 0 - t  
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, ALBERT RAY MOORE, by 
and through his Attorney of Record, the Ada County Public 
Defender's Office, fatima mohammadi, handling attorney, and 
hereby moves this Honorable Court for its 0rder.reducing bond in 
the above-entitled matter upon the grounds and for the following 
reason (s) : 
1. Mr. Moore wants to retain private counsel and feels he 
would be able to do so within his financial boundaries 
if able to meet with attorneys. 
2. Mr. Moore has paperwork in Elk Bend, Bonner County, he 
feels would assist in his defense to this particular 
case. 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, Page 1 
3. Mr. Moore is currently receiving Social Security 
Disability and has no ability to post bond, or to 
collect his monthly income while in custody. 
4. Mr. Moore's daughter is pregnant and due to give birth 
within a month. She has miscarried several previous 
times, and he would like to be able to be with her if 
there are any complications with this childbirth. 
DATED, this 17 day of October, 2006. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this 17 day of October, 2006, 
I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR 
BOND REDUCTION to the: 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
by depositing the same in the 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, Page 2 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7419 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs . 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) Criminal No. M0611756 
) 
1 
) MOTION FOR IN-CUSTODY ALCOHOL 





COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, ALBERT RAY MOORE, by 
and through his Attorney of Record, the Ada County Public 
Defender's Office, FATIMA MOHAMMADI, handling attorney, and 
hereby moves this Honorable Court for its Orde for an in- ?- ) 
custody alcohol 
DATED, this 
MOTION FOR IN-CUSTODY ALCOHOL EVALUATION 
AT COUNTY EXPENSE, Page 1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on the 17 day of November, 2006, 
I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR IN- 
CUSTODY ALCOHOL EVALUATION AT COUNTY EXPENSE to the: 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
by depositing the same in the In erdepart ent 1 
fih?J"m oo%> 
~adie Van Vorhis 
MOTION FOR IN-CUSTODY ALCOHOL EVALUATION 
AT COUNTY EXPENSE, Page 2 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant C~unty c~j$fk 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7419 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs . 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) Criminal No. M0611756 
) 
) 
) ORDER FOR IN-CUSTODY ALCOHOL 




For good cause appearing, this Court hereby grants 
Defendant's MOTION FOR IN-CUSTODY ALCOHOL EVALUATION AT COUNTY 
EXPENSE. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that Defendant 
is to set an appointment to have an in-custody alcohol 
evaluation completed for sentencing. Due to Defendant being 
indigent, the cost of the evaluation is to be prepared at County 
expense. 
A 
DATED, this'>Lkday of 
~ a g i  stpde Judge 
ORDER FOR IN-CUSTODY ALCOHOL EVALUATION 
AT COUNTY EXPENSE, Page 1 00023 
k d ~ , ~ j  6 P%I /  / /C~,G-AL 
ADA COUNTY MAOISTRATE MINUTES 
SCHEDlJLEE EVENT: JUDGE : CLERK: 
L-flNE 
MOORE &LBERT R-'1 -- Mob1 17%. GL  
1 DUI DRIVIN S 18 8U04 M 2 DRTVERS L I S 18 8001 M 
3 CHEMICAL T s la ~moi? 
,,-' 
, 
Case Ca l l e d  Def : h e s e n  t -- Plot Pres.  I n  Custody 
- Advised u f  R ights  - Waived Rts PD Appointed -. Waived A t t y  
- G u i l t y  Plea/PV Admit - N/G plea Advise Subsqt Penal  t.y 
- Hund 5-  - - RCJR - Pay /St.ay -. Payment Agr. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
CASE NO. TI7 06 / I Z ~  
CLERK ]UBERY 
DATE / / ,/87 TIME 
TOXIMETER 
CoMPLAlNlNG WITNESS TAPE No. BEG0ti"flP --. 
END 0-
JUDGE 
C] BIETER C] MINDER 
C] CAWTHON C] OTHS 
C] COMSTOCK C] REARDON 
DAY C] SCHMIDT 
C] DENNARD SWAIN 
C] HANSEN C] VEHLOW 




0 PC FOUND 2 COMPLAINT SIGNED 
AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
NO PC FOUND 
EXONERATE BOND 
SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
WARRANT ISSUED 
BONDSET$ 
C] NO CONTACT 
D.R. # 
17 DISMISS CASE 
INCUSTODY 
COMMENTS 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
00025 
[REV 12-20041 
CARY B. COLAIANNI 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
Christine Starr 
Assistant City Attorney 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE FOR MERIDIAN CITY 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0500 
Telephone: (208) 384-3870 
Idaho State Bar No. 6795 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. M0611756 
1 
VS. 
ALBERT R. MOORE, 
) 




PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this k day o f d m  ,20& 
, Assistant City Attorney, in the City of Boise, County of 
Ada, State of Idaho, w o, being first duly sworn, complains and says that Albert R. Moore, on or 
about the 3rd day of September, 2006, in the City of Meridian, County of Ada, and State of 
Idaho, did commit the crime@) of: Driving While Under the Influence of Alcohol andlor Drugs 
(second offense within ten years), a misdemeanor, which is a violation of Idaho Code 9 18- 
AMENDED COMPLAINT - 1 
8004(l)(a) and Idaho Code 18-8005(4), and Driving Without Privileges (second offense 
within five years), a misdemeanor, which is a violation of Idaho Code 18-8001(4), as follows, 
to-wit: 
COUNT I 
That the Defendant, Albert R. Moore, on or about the 3rd day of September, 2006, in the 
City of Meridian, County of Ada, State of Idaho, did unlawfully drive or be in actual physical 
control of a motor vehicle, to-wit: Mercury Coupe, at or about 1646 N. Meridian Road, while 
under the influence of alcohol, andlor drugs, andlor with an alcohol concentration of .08 or more, 
as shown by analysis of hisiher blood, urine, or breath, and having pled guilty to or having been 
found guilty of a violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004 within the previous ten years, to-wit: CR- 
00-00804 on or about May 26, 2006, which is in violation of Idaho Code $ 18-8004(1)(a) and 
Idaho Code 18-8005(4). 
COUNT I1 
That the Defendant, Albert R. Moore, on or about the 3rd day of September, 2006, in the 
City of Meridian, County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive or was in actual physical control of a 
motor vehicle, to-wit: Mercury Coupe, upon a highway, to-wit: 1646 N. Meridian Road, 
knowing hisiher operator's license or permit was suspended and having been found guilty of a 
violation of Idaho Code § 18-8001(1) within the previous five years, to-wit: CR-00-00804 on or 
about May 26,2006, which is in violation of Idaho Code $ 18-8001(4). 
AMENDED COMPLAINT - 2 
All of which is contrary to the form, force, and effect of the statute, and against the peace 
and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that the Defendant may be dealt with according to law. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1 day of 0\ ( , , 2 0 ~ 7  
?L- Magi trate 
AMENDED COMPLAINT - 3 
C J 3 B M I N  
4' 
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 5/01 /ZOO7 
TCEMERYV 1 (:) : 15 : (363 
SCHEDULED EVENT: JUDGE: CLERK: 
Coctr  t. T r  i a 1 K e v i n  S w a i n  V I C K Y  EMERY 
DATE: 05/14/2007 TIME: 13:00 COURT REPORTER: 
TAPE NO: PR/AGY: BC PROS : 
P . D. /ATTORNEY 
MOORE ALBERT RAY M 0 6  1 1756. C,1 SSN DO
1 DUX D R I V I N  S 18 8005 4 M 2 SECOND DRL S 18 8001 4 M 
3 CHEMICAL T S 18 8002 
C a s e  C a l l e d  D e f :  - P r e s e n t  / N u t .  Pres. - I n  C c t s t u d y  
- A d v i s e d  o f  R i g h t s  - Waived H t s  - P D  A p p o i n t . e d  - Waived A t . t y  
- G u i l t y  P L e a / P V  A d m i t  - N/G Plea - A d v i s e  S u b s q t  P e n a l t y  
- B o n d  $ - ROR - Pay /St.ay - P a y m e n t  Agr 
* Finish ( ) R e l e a s e  D e f e n d a n t .  
War# M 0 6 1 1 7 6 3  D e f #  01 S e q #  01 T y p e  P D o c k e t #  R e v :  3/97 
CJ'3HMTN ADA COUNTY 1 /2!:>0:' 
TCLANEMA 1.5: t8:35 
I!I.$TE$ 07/23/E'(:!0'7 ....... TIME: i,3,.Q$) !:::Cit.l 
TAPE rxln : ...... . .. 
............ -. .. -. ........ 
M&C!BE ... AL:BEE I.... I 1 -  :;St< St>2--,%6--h43"7 . -. DOH (:I& /(:)~i ................................ / I ~4.4. 
1 DL11 TZI7IVIN S 18 ROO5 ::I. I I  :? SEC:OhII:! ~ l i ~  s 1~ I300:L ii. IPI 
3 CHEMICAL T S 18 8002 / 
Case Called Def: ........... / .  .-, - -. .,k. . , i~ ?I ..... Not Pr.es. In C~~.s,kod,;/ 
f\irlv:i.scid <if K ~ g h t %  .- ............ ....... Wai.qei:\ Fit.~ .......... P D  Apl:!ointed .......... Waived A % t y  
Guilty F'lea!PV Admit ... ........... N/G Plea .......... Ar:li/ise Scrbzjq t Pc?nal t y  
)kind $ ........... .. R O R  ...... F'ay/St.ay ............ F.3,yri;ei.i .: :;q r- 
.* Finish ( i R~?~ea?;e Defendant .... .... , . . . 
Wai-:R MOhl:L?I.I3 D d #  91 Seq# 01 Type P Di~cl.:et# 
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
SCHEDULED EVENT: 
Sen t .ence H e a r  i n a  
JUDGE: 




DATE : 09 / 1% /2007 TIME : 15:45 COURT REPORTER : 
TAPE NO: 
MOORE AL.BERT RAY M06 1 1756. C , )  SSN
1 D U I  D R I V I N  S 18 8005 4 M 2 SECOND D R I  S I S  8001 4 M 
3 CHEMICAL T 6 18 8802 
-- IF) C u s t o d y  
W a i v e d  A t t y  
- G u i l t y  P l e a / P V  A d m i t  - 
- B o n d  5 - ROR - Pay/St .ay  - P a y m e n t  Agr  
- "---. 
Fin ish ( ) R e l e a s e D e f e m n t  -- 
63 D e f #  01 Seq# 01 T y p e  P Docket .#  Rev :  3/97 
P 
ADA COUNTY MhGISTRATE MINUTES 
........... Nut:  PI-..?^,, ............ ....... TI, Ct,~?s ?:.,:: c ; i y  
....... Ad,  i !; e c:! r : ~  -F R i. ;;:I t i  ,k ~5 Ilai.vc+d Rts ....... .......... PT) .'lnl::in.i;ed hlai \ /ed r?t .klk)i  
...... .. C+i:i.1,f-y F:'l.ea/P~! C~dmi.t  "1 r .  p /c: p], ea Adi,fi.se Si.tl?i;qt Pen?]. Cy .......... 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
STATE OF IDAHO CASE NO. 
vs CLERK MARILYN EDWARDS .- 
DATE 01 / o 4 / ~ O ~ ~ T I M E  / 0 3 q  
PROSECUTOR TOXIMETER 




CAWTHON C] McDANiEL 
COMSTOCK MINDER 
C] DAY 
GARDuNlA Z Z i D o N  
HANSEN SCHMIDT 
HARRIGFELD C] SWAIN 




X STATE SWORN 
PC FOUND 
COMPLAINT SIGNED 
$ AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
NOPC FOUND 
EXONERATE BOND 
SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
WARRANT ISSUED 
16a, BOND SET $ / D , m  ??. 
IZ] NOCONTACT 
D.R. # 
C] DISMISS CASE 
IN CUSTODY 
( ) AGENT'S WARRANT ' / . . / , r~ / r  
( ) RULE 5 (b) 
( ) FUGITIVE 




. , JAN 0 4 7nnn 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Brian Naugle or Tanner J. Stellmon 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TKE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
TKE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
ALBERT R. MOORE, 
1 
1 Case No. M0611756 
1 
1 AMENDED 







PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this day of January 2008, Brian Naugle 
or Tanner J. Stellmon, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, who, being fist duly sworn, complains and says: that ALBERT R. MOORE, on or 
about the 3rd day of September, 2006, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the 
crimes of: I. OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
OF ALCOHOL (TWO OR MORE WITHIN TEN YEARS), FELONY, I.C. 518-8004, 
8005(5) and 11. D R I W G  WITHOUT PRIVILEGES (SECOND WITHIN FIVE YEARS), 
MISDEMEANOR, I.C. $18-8001(4) as follows: 
AMENDED COMPLAINT (M0611756), Page 1 
, . 
COUNT I 
That the Defendant, ALBERT R. MOORE, on or about the 3rd day of September, 
2006, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a white 1988 
Mercury Coupe, on or at 1646 N. Meridian Road, while under the influence of alcohol, 
while having pled guilty to or having been found guilty of at least two violations of I.C. 
5 18-8004, or a substantially conforming foreign criminal violation, within the previous ten 
years. 
COUNT I1 
That the Defendant, ALBERT R. MOORE, on or about the 3rd day of September, 
2006, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a 1988 
Mercury Coupe, upon a highway, to-wit: 1646 N. Meridian Road, knowing his operator's 
license or permit was suspended in Idaho, and has pleaded guilty to or was found guilty of a 
violation of I.C. 518-8001 within the previous five (5) years. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that a Warrant issue for the arrest of the Defendant 
and that ALBERT R. MOORE, may be dealt with according to law. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
Brian N a u z o r  Tanner J. Stellmon 
Deputy prJsecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this '$ day of January 2008. 
AMENDED COMPLAINT (M0611756), Page 2 
Charlene W. Davis 
- Deputy Public Defender 
200 W. Front St., Suite 1107 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
I 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
ISB# 7155 
JAN 1 0 2008 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
1 
) Criminal No. M0611756 
vs . 
) 
) MOTION TO DISMISS 
) 




COMES NOW the above named Defendant, Albert Moore, by and through his attorney 
of record, Charlene W. Davis, and moves this court for an order of dismissal pursuant to ldaho 
Code § 19-3501. This statute provides in pertinent part: 
The court, unless good cause to the contrary is shown, must order the 
prosecution or indictment to be dismissed, in the following cases: 
. . . . 
(4) If a defendant, charged with a misdemeanor offense, whose trial has not 
been postponed upon his application, is not brought to trial within six (6) months 
from the date that the defendant enters a plea of not guilty with the court. 
I.C. § 19-3501(4) (emphasis added). 
FACTS AND PROCEDURE 
The court file discloses relevant facts in this case. Mr. Moore was arrested on this 
charge September 3, 2006, and entered his plea of Not Guilty on September 5, 2006. Mr. 
Moore's Pre-trial Conference was set for January 23, 2007, and his Jury Trial date was set for 
February 21, 2007. On January 23, 2007, at the Pre-Trial Conference, Mr. Moore waived his 
right to a Jury Trial and a Court Trial was set for May 14, 2007. The last date that the Court 
could have set the Court Trial within Mr. Moore's speedy trial right would have been March 3, 
2007. The May 14, 2007, date is seventy-two (72) days past Mr. Moore's speedy trial day. 
MOTION TO DISMISS - 1 
n 80036 
Then, for reasons unknown to this attorney, the Court reset the Court Trial to July 23, 2007, 
which is one hundred forty-two (142) days past the date of his speedy trial right. 
The Court record reflects no waiver of speedy trial rights, either in the Court file, the 
Magistrate Minutes from that day, attached hereto, or on the Pre-trial Memorandum, attached 
hereto. The State should have recognized that Mr. Moore's speedy trial rights would run when 
they set the Court Trial date for May 14, 2007. The State easily could have set a Court Trial 
date within February or the first part of March that would have been within the six month 
requirement. This establishes a prima facie showing of a violation of I.C. § 19-3501. 
ARGUMENT 
The state bears the primary responsibility for bringing a defendant to trial within statutory 
speedy. State v. Hobson, 99 ldaho 200, 579 P.2d 697 (1978). A criminal defendant has no 
obligation to make any affirmative demand for speedy trial under I.C. 5 19-3501(2). State v. 
Dillard, 110 ldaho 834, 718 P.2d 1272 (Ct. App. 1986) (holding that section 2 of I.C. § 19-3501 
is self-executing and the defendant has no obligation to make an affirmative demand for speedy 
trial). This holding should be equally applicable to dismissal under section 4 of I.C. § 19-3501. 
When a defendant makes a prima facie showing that his right to a speedy trial has been 
violated, the burden is on the state to show "good cause" for the delay. Hobson, 99 ldaho 200, 
579 P.2d 697 (1978). If there is no good cause for trial outside six months or if the trial was not 
postponed at the defendant's request, then the charge against the accused must be dismissed. 
State v. Stuart, I I 3  ldaho 494,745 P.2d 11 15 (Ct. App. 1997) (emphasis added). 
The state may argue that the postponement of trial was due Mr. Moore's request for a 
Court Trial instead of a Jury Trial, however, 
Waiver, in the broad sense, is defined as the voluntary relinquishment of a known 
right. State v. Thurlow, 85 ldaho 96, 375 P.2d 996 (1962). There must be 
expressed consent or affirmative conduct manifesting consent for waiver of a 
speedy trial. State v. Campbell, 104 ldaho 705, 662 P.2d 1149 (Ct.App.1983); 
People v. Bell, 669 P.2d 1381 (Colo.1983). Furthermore, every reasonable 
presumption against waiver must be indulged. State v. Thurlow, supra; People v. 
Bell, supra. 
MOTION TO DISMISS - 2 
Stuart, 113 ldaho at 497, 745 P.2d. In Stuart, the defendant did not engage in any affirmative 
conduct manifesting consent to any waiver of speedy trial. On those facts, the Court of Appeals 
reversed Stuart's conviction, holding that I.C. § 19-3501 mandated dismissal. 
Mr. Moore's waiver of Jury Trial should not be held to constitute a waiver of speedy trial. 
The Ada County Magistrate Minutes and the Pre-Trial Memorandum do not show or establish 
any voluntary relinquishment of the right of speedy trial by Mr. Moore. 
Mr. Moore did not apply for a postponement or affirmatively waive his speedy trial right. 
A Court Trial date could have and should have been scheduled on January 23, 2007, for a date 
within either February or the first part of March by the State, in order to preserve Mr. Moore's 
speedy trial right. The inability to have a trial either in one of these two months was not 
attributable to Mr. Moore. 
The state might argue that Mr. Moorel failed to object to the set of trial to a date outside 
statutory speedy. State v. Dillard is dispositive. In Dillard, I.C. 3 19-3501(2) was at issue. An 
information had been filed against the defendant on March 20, 1981. On August 5, 1981, the 
court set a trial date for October 13, 1981. On appeal, the Idaho Court of Appeals noted that 
Dillard did not object to this setting, and did not assert any demand for speedy trial at any point. 
The Court held that these actions were unnecessary, because section (2) was self-executing. 
The same holding should apply to section (4), and to this case. Mr. Moore was not required to 
point out the state's failure to adhere to the requirements of I.C. § 19-3501. As previously 
stated, the burden of fulfilling that statutory obligation falls on the state. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, the state cannot establish good cause for exceeding the 
boundary imposed by I.C. § 19-3501. Neither can the calendaring of Mr. Moore's trial outside 
his statutory speedy trial right be considered the result of any application for postponement on 
M.OTION TO DISMISS - 3 
his behalf. Mr. Moore's waiver of a Jury Trial for a Court Trial was not a waiver of his speedy 
trial right. The Jury Trial date, picked by the State, is over a seventy-two (72) days past Mr. 
Moore's speedy trial rights. Mr. Moore has no legal obligation to assist the state in his 
prosecution and his failure to object to the state's error cannot be held against him. 
Dated this 9 January 2008. 
Deputy Public Defender 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 9 the BOISE CITY 
ATTORNEY a true and correct copy of the 
MOTION TO DISMISS - 4 
C 
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
SCHEDULED EVENT: 
r e - - a  Conference 
JUDGE : CLERK : 
Pi chard A S c h m i d k  MARJORIE LANE -- 
MOORE ALBERT RAY .- MG.511755. a SSN DOB  
1 DUI DRIVIN S 18 8004 M 2 DRIVERS LI S 1 8  8001 M 
3 CHEMICAL T S 1 8  8002 
Case Called Def: 1 Present - Not. Pres. .. In Custodv 
- Advised of Rights ..-.- Waived Rts -- PD Appointed -- Waived Atty 
- Guilty Flea/PV Admit N/G Plea - Advise Subsqt Pena1t.y 
ROR - Bond $--_ - -. - Pay /Stay - Payment. Agr 
.Y Finish ( ) Release Defendant. 
War# M0611772 Def# 0 1  Seq# 0 1  Type B Docket# Rev: 3/97 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) Case No. 
) 






Jury trial re-set for , at a.m. 
C] Jury trial waived and case is to be re-set for court trial. 
C] Plea and sentence via Defense Counsel authorized by Defendant: Rule 6(d), IMR 
andlor IIR. 
Pre-trial motions, timely filed, are set for hearing on , at 
- .m. 
Sentencing is set for at - .m. 
Defendant failed to appear. Absence not explained, justified, or excused. 
Trial date vacated. Bond forfeited/ROR revoked. Bench Warrant issued. 





SCHEDULED EVENT: JUDGE : CLERK : 
Pre-Trial Conference John Hawlev Jr. D. FINNEGAN 
DATE: 91/22/2008 TIME: COURT REPORTER: A . 
TAPE NO: 
HOORE ALBERT RAY 
............................................................................ 
ll0611756.81 SSN
1 DUX DRIVIN S 18 8004 5 F 2 SECOND DRI s 18 8001 4 M 
3 CHEMICAL T S 18 8002 
Case Called ~ e f  : G r e r n t  - Not Pres. - In Custody 
- Advised of Rights - Waived Rts - PD Appointed - Waived Atty 
- Guilty Plea/PV Admit - N/G Plea - Advise Subsqt Penalty 
- Bond 5 - ROR - Pay/Stay - Payment Agr 
* 
v . .  ,* 
Finish ( ) Release Defendant 
War# M0611756 DefW 01 SeqY 01 Type A Docketl Rev: 3/97 
CJ3BMII.I 
TCF I NI\IGE 
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
SCHEDULED EVENT: JUDGE i 
.. . ! .  L " "  - . " . 
DATE : z,C?!:;~7 /2008 T I  ME I .,L?.;L$O COlJRT KEPm"rER a 
TAPE NO: , 
.......... 
MOORE ALBERT . R A Y  ..................................... 1 1  1 7 5  SS
1 DUI O R T V T N  S 18 El30*:t 5 F' 2 SE('.OND I3RI S 18 $3!:)l:i:L 4. \"I 
3 CHEMICAL T S 18 $3002 
Pr t  .. C a s e  C a l l e d  D e f :  a s e r ~ t  Ikot. P I - ~ s *  /i I n  C u s t o d v  .......... .......... &dvis..... kt1 13 f  Ri .gh t% Waived F7t.z PI3 Appointed Waived A t t y  
G u i l t y  P l e a i P V  Admit. N/G P l e a  A d v i s e  Sctbsclt. F 'e r?a l ty  
... Boncl * li'ClF? P a y  /Stay-  P a y m ~ r i t  Ai;;jr- 
* F i n i s h  ( ) R e l e a s e  Defendan.t '  ".I_I-_ .- .......... .. . ........ . .  ....... 
War# PI0611756 D e f f t  0 1  S e q #  01 T y p e  A Docket.# Rev:  C l i W  
a. 
CJ3BM I N  ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 2 125 /20(:!i3 
TCMCCOSL 1(:!~26:37 
SCI-iEDlJLED EVEhlT : JI-JDGE : CLERI!: : 
V i d e o  AI-k-aiqnntenk John t-Iaw1,ev JI-a . D ~ i r d . , ~ . i ~ ~ . ~ ! . e ~ . % ! 2  . .....FT........... 
DATE : 02 /25 /2008 T IPIE ; 1%- COURT REPORTER ! 
fi PR /AGY : TAPE h10: - . - . - - , . . . - - . v .  ...... 
... ... 
MOORE ALEiERT RAY MD5 1 175L. CiL SSN
1 DIJ I  D R I V I M  S 18 8(:)04 5 F 2 SECOND D R I  S 18 DO01 4 M 
3 CHEMICAL T S 18 8(:102 
/m&ise C a l l e d  D e f ;  PI-esent.  b l o t  Fres. x < n  ~ u s t o d y  
-- A d v i s e d  o f  R i g h t a  Waived fits A p p o i n t e d  -- Waived A % t y  
G u i l t y  P l e a / P V  A d p i t  W/G P l e a  A d v i s e  S u b s q k  P e n a l t y  
B o n d  * /h,.om . -- RoR P a y / S t a y  .- P a y m e n t  Agr 
War# MI:!511?56 ISeCtt (:!1 Seq# 01 'Type A D o c k : e t #  R e v :  3/97 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
NB. FILEDiqA-/-' 
A M P M  -. -. 
J. DAVID NAVAHRO, Cieri~ 
BY A. BUCK 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs . 
ALBERT R. MOORE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) Case No. M0611756 
) 







COMES NOW, ALBERT R. MOORE, the defendant above-named, by 
and through counsel LARRY D. MOORE, Ada County Public Defender's 
Office, and moves this Court for its ORDER reducing bond in the 
above-entitled matter upon the grounds and for the reason that 
the bond is so unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an 
indigent person without funds, cannot post such a bond and that 
the defendant has thereby been effectively denied his right to 
bail 
DATED, February 26, 2008. 
LARRY"D. MOORE 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on February 26, 2008, I mailed a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing to the Ada County 
Prosecuting Attorney's office by placing said same in the 
Interdepartmental Mail. 
/ 
Quincy Harris U' 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB H1.56 
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
Two Jinn, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Telephone: 208.287.221 1 
Facsimile: 208.287.3302 
MAR 0 4 2008 
J. DAVID NAVARRO. Cle& 
By A. WRAY 
D E r n  
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc., DBA Aladdin Bail Bonds 1 Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
) CaseNo.: M0611756 
) Bond No.: LG5-452925 / 
) Bond Amount: $5000 
) Date of Bond:l l-25-06 
) 
) MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
ALBERT MOORE j FORFEITURE AND 
) EXONERATE BOND AND 
Defendant. ) CONDITIONAL REQUEST FOR 
) HEARING 
Two Jim, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, Susan M. Campbell, hereby 
moves this Court to set aside the forfeiture and exonerate this bond in the above 
referenced case. This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Code 5 19-2927 and Idaho 
Criminal Rule 46. The attached original Sheriff's Certificate of Acknowledgment of 
Surrender is incorporated herein by reference. 
The state, as a party to this bail agreement, has the right to be heard with respect 
to this motion. See State v. Abracadabra Bail Bonds, 131 Idaho 113,952 P.2d 1249 (Ct. 
App. 1998). If the state does not object to this Motion within fourteen (14) days, it is 
respectfully requested that this Court enter the proposed order without a hearing. 
Should the Court, for any reason, determine that this Motion should be denied, it 
is respectfully requested that the Court set this matter for a hearing. 
Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond and Conditional Request for 
Hearing- 
\ &-- 00047 sbJt Page 1 of 2 3-7 - oY3 
Respectfully submitted this 4Ih day of March, 2008. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4' day of March, 2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be mailed andlor faxed to the following: 
Boise City Prosecuto~ 
Fax : 384-4454 
Garden City Prosecutor 
Fax: 472-2998 
da County Prosecutor 
Meridian City Prosecutor (Boise City) 
Fax: 384-4454 
Jerri Robles 
Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond and Conditional Request for 
Hearing- 
Page 2 of 2 00048 
CJ3BMIN ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 3/06/2008 
CCEDWARM 7:59:30 
SCHEDULED EVENT: JUDGE : dvUI CLERK: 
Preliminary Hearing Theresa %xffiun?i~ Marilyn Edwards 
DATE: 03/07/2008 TIME: 8:30 COURT REPORTER: 
TAPE NO: 030'70? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MOORE ALBERT RAY M0611756.01 - SSN  DO
1 DUI DRIVIN S 18 8004 5 F 2 SECOND DRI S 18 8001 4 M 
3 CHEMICAL T S 18 8002 
?.-- 
69%3( Case Called Def: $~resent - Not Pres. X I n  Custody 
- - Advised of Rights - Waived Rts - PD Appointed Waived Atty 
Guilty Plea/PV Admit N/G Plea - Advise Subsqt Penalty 
- - Bond $ - - Pay/Stay Payment Agr ROR 
* /d I of@ 
0%613 * Finish ) Release Defendant 
War# M0611756 Def# 01 Seq# 01 Type A Docket# 
CJ3BMIN ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 3/19/2008 
CCEDWARM 8:53:35 
SCHEDULED EVENT: JUDGE : CLERK : 
Preliminary Hearing Theresa-GaPlkmla Marilyn Edwards 
COURT REPORTER: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MOORE ALBERT RAY M0611756.g SSN  DOB
1 DUI DRIVIN S 18 8004 5 F 2 SECOND DRI S 18 8001 4 M 
3 CHEMICAL T S 18 8002 
Case Called Def: - resent Not Pres. A I n  Custody 
- Advised of Rights - - Waived Rts PD Appointed - Waived Atty 
- Guilty Plea/PV Admit N/G Plea - Advise Subsqt Penalty 
- Bond $ - - ROR Pay/Stay - Payment Agr 
* /d/54Q 
* Finish ( ) Release Defendant 
War# M0611756 Def# 01 Seq# 01 Type A Docket# Rev: 3/97 
00050 
Session: Gardunia032008 
: 'ic P 
Session: Gardunia032008 Division: MC 
Session Date: 2008/03/20 Session Time: 08:42 
Judge: Steckel, Daniel 
Rezporter: 
Courtroom: CR204 
Clerk (s) : 





Public Defender (s) : 
Moore, Larry 
Pcob. Officer ( s )  : 
Court interpreter(s): 
Case ID: 0008 
Case Number: M0611756 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Moore, Altert R 
Co-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Morrison, Monica 
Public Defender: Moore, Larry 
2008/03/20 
14:19:13 - Operator 
Recording: 
14:19:13 - New case 
Moore, Altert R 
14:20:07 - General: 
Time stamp 
14:20:25 - Public Defender: Moore, Larry 
def present in custody 
14:21:58 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
Sworn. 
14:22:00 - State Attorney: Morrison, Monica 
Direct examination of witness. 
14:22:15 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
Meridian Police officer on duty 09/03/07 & observed a vehicl 
e in front of me 
14:23:06 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
pass over the line 4 times & almost hit 2 cars 
14:23:24 - Public Defender: Moore, Larry 
stips to officers trainining 
14:23:34 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
did a traffic stop on the car 
Session: Gardunia032008 
h 
14:23:45 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
def had a hard time getting out of the car 
14:24:11 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
def had a strong odor of alcohol coming from his person 
14:25:23 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
license plate did not match the car 
14:25:56 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
def had an ID card for identification 
14:26:25 - Publ-ic Defender: Moore, Larry 
obj re1 
14:26:35 - Public Defender: Moore, Larry 
w/draws obj 
14:27:13 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
given FST he failed & unable to perform some 
14:29:46 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
def was taken to the Meridian Police dept & he refused the b 
reath test 
14:30:23 - Public Defender: Moore, Larry 
cross-examination of the witness. 
14:35:03 - State Attorney: Morrison, Monica 
Redirect examination. 
14:36:07 - Public Defender: Moore, Larry 
Recross-examination. 
14:36:39 - Other: Leiper, Stephanie 
Nothing further, witness steps down. 
14:36:43 - State Attorney: Morrison, Monica 
SE# 1 & 2 offered 
14:36:51 - Public Defender: Moore, Larry 
no obj 
14:36:56 - Judge: Steckel, Daniel 
SE# 1 & 2 admitted 
14:39:16 - General: 
Time stamp 
14:39:19 - Judge: Steckel, Daniel 
B/O 03/26/08 @ 9am McLaughlin H0800373 comm signed state sig 
ns for exhibits 
14:40:08 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
. . ~ .  - .~.. ... ~~~ 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156 / fI ,$R2ti ,  L ~ J  
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL 
Two Jim, Inc. 
80 North Cole Road R E C E I V E D  " 
Boise, ID 83704 
Telephone: 208.287.221 1 MAR 0 4 2008 
Facsimile: 208.287.3302 
Ada County Clerk 
Attorney for Two Jim, Inc., dba Aladdin Bail Bonds / Anytime Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 





) Case No.: M0611756 
) Bond No.: LG5-452925d 
) Bond Amount: $5000 
) Date of Bond: 1 1-25-06 
) 
1 
) ORDER TO SET ASIDE 
) FORFEITURE AND 
) EXONERATE BOND 
The Court, having considered the motion to set aside forfeiture and exonerate the bond in 
this matter hereby GRANTS said motion. The forfeiture in the above-referenced matter is set 
aside and the bond is exonerated. 
SO ORDERED this a day of March, 2008 
Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of March, 2008. I caused a tme and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be mailed and/or faxed to the following: 
SUSAN M. CAMPBELL Fax: 208.287.3302 
Associate General Counsel 
80 North Cole Road 
Boise, ID 83704 
Order Granting Motion to Set Aside and Exonerate Bond- 
Page 1 of 1 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Monica Morrison 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) Case No. 
VS. ) C O M M I T
) Defendant's DOB
ALBERT R. MOORE, Defendant's SSN
1 
Defendant. 1 
THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, ALBERT R. MOORE, having been 
brought before this Court for a Prelitninary Examination on the day of fid 
2008, on a charge that the Defendant on or about the 3rd day of September, 2006, in the 
County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of I. OPERATING A MOTOR 
VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFUENCE OF ALCOHOL (TWO OR MORE 
WITHIN TEN YEARS), FELONY, I.C. 318-8004, 8005(5) and 11. DRIVING 
COMMITMENT (MOORE), Page 1 
WITHOUT PRIVILEGES (SECOND WITHIN FIVE YEARS), MISDEMEANOR, I.C. 
$ 18-8001(4), as follows: 
COUNT I 
That the Defendant, ALBERT R. MOORE, on or about the 3rd day of 
September, 2006, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to- 
wit: a white 1988 Mercury Coupe, on or at 1646 N. Meridian Road, while under the 
influence of alcohol, while having pled guilty to or having been found guilty of at least 
two violations of I.C. $18-8004, or a substantially conforming foreign criminal 
violation, within the previous ten years. 
COUNT I1 
That the Defendant, ALBERT R. MOORE, on or about the 3rd day of 
September, 2006, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to- 
wit: a 1988 Mercury Coupe, upon a highway, to-wit: 1646 N. Meridian Road, knowing 
his operator's license or permit was suspended in Idaho, and has pleaded guilty to or 
was found guilty of a violation of I.C. $18-8001 within the previous five (5) years. 
The Defendant having so appeared and having hadhaving waived preliminary 
examination, the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offense charged 
as set forth has been committed in Ada County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to 
believe that the Defendant is guilty of committing the offense as charged. 
WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant be held to answer to the 
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County 
of Ada, to the charge herein set forth. Bail is set in the sum of $/Q, 000 
DATED this @ day of 2008. 
COMMITMENT (MOORE), Page 2 
- 
MAGISTRATE 
NO. - ,  
 AM^ s 016 FILED 
P.M--.-- 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) Case No. I 0BOP37 3 
1 
VS. ) I N F O R
) 




GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State 
of Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, 
comes now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that ALBERT R. 
MOORE is accused by this Information of the crimes of I. OPERATING A MOTOR 
VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFUENCE OF ALCOHOL (TWO OR MORE 
WITHIN TEN YEARS), FELONY, I.C. $18-8004, 8005(5) and 11. DRIVING 
WITHOUT PRIVILEGES (SECOND WITHIN FIVE YEARS), MISDEMEANOR, I.C. 
$18-8001(4) which crimes were committed as follows: 
INFORMATION (MOORE), Page 1 
00056 
COUNT I 
That the Defendant, ALBERT R. MOORE, on or about the 3rd day of 
September, 2006, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to- 
wit: a white 1988 Mercury Coupe, on or at 1646 N. Meridian Road, while under the 
influence of alcohol, while having pled guilty to or having been found guilty of at least 
two violations of I.C. 818-8004, or a substantially conforming foreign criminal 
violation, within the previous ten years. 
COUNT I1 
That the Defendant, ALBERT R. MOORE, on or about the 3rd day of 
September, 2006, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to- 
wit: a 1988 Mercury Coupe, upon a highway, to-wit: 1646 N. Meridian Road, 
knowing his operator's license or permit was suspended in Idaho, and has pleaded 
guilty to or was found guilty of a violation of I.C. $18-8001 within the previous five (5) 
years. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case 
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
INFORMATION (MOORE), Page 2 
Sessiop: McLaughlin03260P Page 1 
Sesslon: McLaughlin032608 Division: DC Courtroom: CR507 
Session Date: 2008/03/26 Session Time: 08:50 
Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 










Prob. Officer (s) : 
Court interpreter ( s )  : 
Case ID: 0003 




Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0004. 
Co-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Haws, Joshua 
Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
2008/03/26 
09:06:08 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:06:08 - New case 
, All 
09:06:19 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
advice of rights to Scott, Wright, Warren, Grim, Helsel, Moo 
re 
09:09:37 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
Case ID: 0004 




Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0003. 
Co-Defendant ( s )  : 
Pers. A t t o r n e y :  
S t a t e  A t t o r n e y :  H a w s ,  J o s h u a  
P u b l i c  D e f e n d e r :  B u b l i t z ,  J e s s i c a  
09:09:38 - O p e r a t o r  
R e c o r d i n g :  
0 9 : 0 9 : 3 8  - R e c a l l  
, A l l  
0 9 : 0 9 : 5 2  - O p e r a t o r  
S t o p  r e c o r d i n g :  
Sessiw: McLaughlin032608 Page 1 
Session: McLaughlin032608 Division: DC Courtroom: CR507 
Session Date: 2008/03/26 Session Time: 08:50 
Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Reporter: Hohenleitner, Tammy 









Prob. Officer ( s )  : 
Ccurt interpreter (s) : 
Case ID: 0009 
Case Number: H0800369 
Plaintiff: 
Plaineiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 
Co-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Bennetts, Jan 
Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
2008/03/26 
09:33:22 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:33:22 - New case 
Moore, Albert 
09:33:32 - Defendant: Moore, Albert 
present in custody 
09:33:39 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
present 
09:33:43 - State Attorney: Bennetts, Jan 
present 
09:34:43 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
possible penalties 
09:36:35 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
bail is $10,000 - set for plea 4/9/08 at 9am, also bail 
09:36:58 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
. . .. ~ ,..... . ... ... . . 
Session: McLauahlin040908 Division: DC 
session Date: i008/04/09 Session Time: 08:21 
J~dge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 






Public Defender (s) : 
3ublitz, Jessica 
Odessey, Edward 




case ID: 0014 
Case Number: CR08-373 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0018 
Co-Def endant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: ~twood, Christopher 
Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
2008/04/09 
09:59:42 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:59:42 - New case 
Moore, Albert 
10:00:30 - Defendant: Moore, Albert 
present, in custody 
10:00:39 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
needs more time 
10:00:44 - State Attorney: Atwood, Christopher 
present 
10:00:47 - Judae: McLauahlin. Michael R. 
will recall 
10:00:52 - ODerator 
Stop recbrding : 
-.-. .- --. - - - - . . ~  ~.- . .. . . 
Case ID: 0018 
Case Number: CR08-373 
Plaintiff: 
S;sslwn: McLaughlln040908 Page 2 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
4 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 
Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0014. 
CO-~efendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Haws, Joshua 
Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
10:47:26 - Operator 
Recording: 
10:47:26 - Recall 
Moore, Albert 
10:47:33 - Defendant: Moore, Albert 
in custody 
10:47:37 - State Attorney: Haws, Joshua 
present 
10:47:44 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
def will plead NG, speaks as to 9/3/06 arraignment 
10:48:09 - Judae: McLauahlin, Michael R. 
will set 2d JT 7/14/08 at 9am, PTC 6/25/08 at loam, Motions 
5/30/08, 
10:48:52 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
discovery 5/23/08 
10:48:58 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will set hearing 5/14/08 at llam, defense to notice matter, 
re: speedy trial 
10:50:03 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
d. OAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
WA URoUlDl 
DuYn 
Jan M. Bennetts 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR FE 2008 0000373 
VS. 1 
1 NOTICE OF INTENT TO 
ALBERT R. MOORE, 1 USE I.R.E. 404(b) and 
1 I.C.R. 16 
Defendant, ) 
1 
COMES NOW, Jan M. Bennetts, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the 
County of Ada, State of Idaho, and gives notice of the State's intent to introduce 
evidence pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b). The State intends to introduce evidence of the 
Defendant's prior and subsequent driving under the influence offenses, in the event 
that they become relevant. Evidence of the Defendant's prior Driving under the 
Influence offenses includes the fact that he was convicted in Utah in 1996, in North 
Dakota in 1999, and in Bonner County, Idaho, in 2006, as well as the facts 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO USE I.R.E. 404(b) 
(MOORE) and I.C.R. 16, Page 1 
underlying those convictions. The judgments from the North Dakota and Bonner 
County convictions are attached and reports will be forwarded upon receipt. 
Evidence of the Defendant's subsequent local driving under the influence offense, 
currently charged in H0800374, and the facts underlying that charge, are contained in 
the attached police report from that incident. Such evidence is relevant to his 
knowledge and understanding of the field sobriety tests, among other matters. The 
State may seek to introduce such evidence on the basis of lack of mistake or other 
such basis as arises in the course of trial. 
DATED this @day of May, 2008. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
By: Jan M. Bennetts 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing to: 
Jessica Bublitz, Deputy Ada County Public Defender, 200 W. Front St., Room 1107, 
Boise, ID 83702, by depositing the same in the Interdepartmental Mail, postage * 
prepaid, this &day of May, 2008. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO USE I.R.E. 404(b) 
(MOORE) and I.C.R. 16, Page 2 
z l n ~ ~  L ~ V U I L I ~ L I  U I . ? A ~ L L I  LVUICI, J I H I C ~  vs lunnu, L u l ~ n t x  ur Dulunnn 
215 S. FIRST A' EE, SANDPOINT, IDAHO 8386 , 
--' 
' ~ T ~ T E  OF IDAHO vs. * 
ALBERT RAY MOORE FILED AT d m  
ROSEBROOK INN # 6 CLERK CT COURT 
CHENEY, WA 99004 
SSN #  -- SUBJECT: 0039921 
DL #  STATE: - BY , DEPUTY 
DOB: AGENCY: PRIEST RIVER CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
CASE # CR-00-00804 CITATION # 0010784-01 BOND 
CHARGE 18-8004 {M) DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
AMENDED 
The Defendant, having been fully advised of hislher statutory and constitutional rights, including the right t o  be 
represented by counsel, ( ) SEE ATTACHED. and 
) BBen advised of right to court appointed counsel 1 ) Judgment - Not Guilty 
Defendant waived right to counsel ( 1 Judgment - Guilty 
Defendant represented by counsel I I Bond ForfeitedICase Closed 
Judgment, Res of Guilty/Ri@hts Waived 1 I Judgment for DefendantIState Infraction 
Wlthheld Judgment I 1 Accepted 1 I Dismissed 
MONIES ORDERED PAU): 
<tJ 
x2.00 hndYlg  1.. wyl 
( 1 Fine/Penalty b .c Costs 8 
Fine to be paid by or appear at 
9 0  
~ o n m  payments of $ 7 a 5 9 Commencing 
1 Community Smice of hrs., to be completed by 
I ) Reimburse andlor Restitution: I 
1 ) Bond Exonerated and Applied to Fine and Costs 1 1 Return Rema~nder l OND EXONERATED 
( ) $10 Misdemeanor Probation Fee 
Daysmonths Suspended r 6 ' Daysl~onths credit for time sewed 
Relaam I Y  A W  
I ) Work RBlease Authorized 1 I In-Home Monitoring 
I 1 Sheriff's Inmate Labor Program in lieu of Jail hours by - Must sign up withid 7 days 
D W W O  PRWILEGES SUSPENDED days commencing e - 
RUNSTATEMENT OF DRIVING ILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED-before you can drive. Apply to: 
Drhr.n Srvtcca, P.O. Box 7129, Bdra ID 83707-1 129 a b k  YEAR(Sl WrrH THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 
Violate no federal, state or local law, excluding traffic infractions. 
probation you may, and by accepting the conditions of the suspended sentence, you are consenting 
to be stopped by any peace officer if you are observed operating a motor vehicle on a public highway. The officer may, 
with or without probable cause, make a stop and require you to submit to a test to determine if there is any alcohol in 
your bloodstream.lf you are driving with any alcohol in your bloodstream, i t  is a violation of your probation. If you refuse 
to take the test. as reouested. that also is a violation of vour orobation. . . 
( I Enroll in a substance abuse program within days; complete hrs. of counseling andlor education ,.-, .?. , , and file proof of completion in writing with Clerk of Court by i. . ,  . . .  ,,.>:!<I 
( I Attend the Alcohol and Traffic Safety Victims Panel Session by '"and file ~ r + f o f . a ~ @ . a ~ e .  in., !. ,,.! , ,. ,:, - writinn with the Clerk of the Court. , , . , . .  . . .  : .  , : - . , . , , .  
~ o t i f i t h e  Court, in writing, of any change of address within 10 days of the change. , 
Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
Intarlock ignition device required on vehicle for - monthlstyearlst to be installed by 
(See addendum for details) 
Pay above monies ordered as directed. 
THE DEFENDANT HAS THE RIGHT TO APPEAL 
THIS JUDGMENT WITHIN 42 DAYS. 
C 
Date 6 Judge # 3 43 
. . L15 S .  F I R S T  A' , SANDPOINT, IDAHO 8 3 8 6  4 
.ATE OF IDAHO V S .  JUDGMENT 
ALBERT RAY MOORE FILED 
ROSEBROOK INN # 6 
-AT&~ 
CLERK OF T E DISTRICT COURT 
CHENE
SSN # SUBJECT: 0 0 3 9 9 2 1  
DL # STATE: - 
BY $1 , DEPUTY 
DOB : NCY: PRIEST RIVER CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
CASE # C R - 0 0 - 0 0 8 0  CITATION # 0 0 1 0 7 8 4 - 0 2  BOND 
CHARGE 18-8001 { DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES 
AMENDED 
The Defendmnt, heving been fully advised of h i s h r  statutory and constitutional rights, including the right to  be 
represented by cwnsel, ( I SEE ATTACHED, and 
( ) Been advised of right to court appointed counsel ( ) Judgment - Not Guilty 
Defendant waived right to counsel ( Judgment - Guilty !? Defendant represented by counsel ( I Bond ForfeitedICase Closed 
) Judgment, Plea of GuiitytylRights Waived I 1 Judgment for DefendantIState Infraction 
I WithhsM Judgment ( I Accepted 1 )Dismissed 
MONES ORDERED PAIR 
Finentsnalty 8 
Fine to be paid by 
- 
or ap e a k  at 
~ o m h l y  peymsnts of 8 ?In g 1 ~ommenc- 
Community Service of hrs., to be completed by 
I I Reimburse andlor Restitution: \ /  
I ) Bond Exonerated and Applied to Fine and Costs ( I Return Remainder OND EXONERATED 
) $10 Misdemeanor Probation Fee 
DayslMonths Suspended DayUMnths )( I Credii for time sewed 
I 
Release I L-! rAGY 
( I Work Release Authorized ( I In-Home Monitoring 
( I Sheriff's Inmate Labor Program i i of Jail hours by T-. - 
IDWINO PRIVILEGES SUSPENDED L Y ~  days commencing - - ust sign up withid 7 days 
REINSTATEMENT OF MUVlNG PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before you can drive. Apply to: 
Dfkm . P.O. BO 129, Bob* ID 83707-1 129 
ORDERED FOR 0bL YEAR(S1 WITH THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONONS: 
Violate no federal. state or local law, excluding traffic infractions. 
the period of probation you may, and by accepting the conditions of the suspended sentence, you are consenting 
to be stopped by any peace officer if you are observed operating a motor vehicle on a public highway. The officer may. 
with or without probable cause, make a stop and require you to submit to a test to determine if there is any alcohol in 
your bloodstream.lf you are driving with any alcohol in your bloodstream, it is a violation of your probation. If you refuse 
to take the test, as requested, that also is a violation of your probation. 
( 1 Enroll in a substance abuse program within days; complete hrs. of counseling andlor education 
and file proof of completion in writing with Clerk of Court by 
( Anend the Alcohol and Traffic Safety Victims Panel s e s s i o n b y  and file proof of a endance in 
writing with the Clerk of the Coun. ST,>:I:: C;F Ini,:ro 
Notify IhE Court, in writing, of any change of address within 10 days of the chan@!o~.:ris o:':?::i!ocr 
Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. !, E.~:i:;e Sc- j t t ,  C:cik of the ifistrirt C.,r!:t i:f c:ic 
- , . . a .  . ~. ,.,: , ., 
/ 
THE DEFENDANT HAS THE RIGHT TO APPEAL 
THIS JUDGMENT WITHIN 42 DAYS. 
Date 
".&' OF IDANO VS. . 
4dERT RAY MOORE 
ROSEBROOK INN # 6 
CHENBY, WA 9 9 0 0 4  
SSN #  
DL #  
DOB: 
CASE # CR-00-00804  




SUBJECT: 0 0 3 9 9 2 1  BY 
STATE: - 
AGENCY: PRIEST RIVER CITY POLICE DBPARTMENT 
CITATION # 0 0 1 0 7 8 4 - 0 1  BOND 
DRIVING IJNDBR THE'INFLUENCE 
I ! r s P m  
COURT 
DEPUTY 
The Defendant, having been fully advised of hirdher stannary and coMtitutional rights, ineluding the ria& to be 
m m  by COUMOI. ( I SFE ATTACHED, and 
) Been &vised of right to mwt apwinted counsel ( ) Judoment - Not Guilty 
Defendant waked right to counsel ( I Judgment - Guilty 
I Wendant reprwmed by counsel ( I Bond ForfahedlCase Closed 
Judomom. Rea of GuiHvmhts Waived 1 I Judoment for DefendantEtate Infraction 
( ) g is missed 
MONIES ORDERED PAP: f w  wM be 
Costs $ 
or appear at 
Mor&&paymm of 6 7 CJ 5 3 comm 
hrs., t6 be completed by 
( 1 Reimburse andlor Mstltution: . I 
j Bond Exonerated and Applied to Fine and Costs ( I Return Remainder W O N 0  EXWEfIATW 
( ) $10 Misdsmaanor Probation Fee 
EnATYm eT DaysNonths Suspended rc, / Credit for time served 
Report to j s ~  
.. . 
CWhrrn S u v ~  P.0 Box 71 W i d r e  Y, 83707-1 129 
Twm ORDERED FOR 6 ' YEAR(Sj WITH THE FOUOWING CONDITIONS: 
Vilate no federal. state or local law, excluding traffic infractions. 
I Wing me wdod of probation you may, and by acceptino the conditions of the suspended sentence, you are consentin@ 7 m be stopped by any pace officer if you are obsefved operatinp a motor vehicle on a public highway. The officer may, with or without probable cause, d e  a stop and require you TO submit to a test to determine it *re ir any alcohol in 
your blOOdstream. It you am driving with any alcohol in your bloodstream, it is a violation of your probation. H you r h e  
to tskc the rest, as requested. mat elso is a violation of your probation. 
( 1 Enroll in a substance abuse program within days; comvlete hrs. of counseliw andlor education 
and f l u  proof of completion in writing with Clerk of Cwrt by 
1 j Amnd the Alcohol and Tnffii Safefy Victims Panel Session by and file proof of anendance in 
writing with & Clcrk of the Mur+ 
Notitv Court, in writin@, of any change of address within 10 days of the change. 
Maimsin l i ab i i  insurance on anv vehicle that vou drive. 
J Interlock lqnition device required on vehicle for month(s1yearlsj to be installed by . (Sw addendum for details1 (x Pay above monies orderedas directed. 
,A r m E R  
SUSPENDED PENALTES ARE SUWECT TO COMPUAWCE wrrH 
TH6 DEFMDANT HAS THE RIGHT TO APPE4L 
TIUS JUWMBYT wrrw 42 DAYS. 
Date 
n- ' STATE OF NORTI. 2 IN DISTRICT . c o m w  op oram d R K s  NORTHEAST c JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA "-.--L.--.3: ,.,.s-.,zu.-...-.. .. 
Plaintiff RilED IN THE ORICE OF 
CERK OF uimmmr JUD~MENT 
vs . GRAND FORKS COUNTY, It. FAK. C 3  .:; 
1 7 - - - 7  
ALBERT RAY MOORE 
619 ROUND DRIVE 
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201 
Defendant 
On April 26, 1999, the abpve-nimG%-.d&f'e~d;i:nt appeared in 
person without counsel, for prono"unc.~t..,.o.f-j.udgment. upon a 
plea of guilty to the offense of: DROVE OR IN ACTUAL PHYSICAL 
CONTROL OF M/V. 
The defendant was asked by the court whether he/she had any 
statement to make in his/her own behalf or wished to present any 
information in mitigation of punishment or which would require 
the court to withhold pronouncement of judgment and sentence. 
The court found no sufficient cause why judgment should not be 
pronounced. 
IT IS SFSTENCX AND J[IDGMENT OF THIS COURT THAT YOU: 
. . 
(X) Serve 180 days in the Grand Forks County Jail with 150 days 
suspended. 
(X) Unsupervised probation for a period of 2 years conditioned 
on: 
(X) Pay a fine in the amo'imt of $200.00 
(X) Payment schedule for $200.00 to be paid in MONTHLY 
in.stallments at rate of $200.00 beginning 07/26/1999 
(X) CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED. - -- 
JUDGE APPROVED WORK SEARCH IF CORDINATES WITH THE 
CORRECTIONAL CENTER. 
(X) OBTAIN AN EVALUATION BY 05/26/1999 
A violation of the rules or conditions may result in 
revocation and termination of probation. 
I T  IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant is to notify the 
clerk of district court of any change in address. 
Dated this 26th da7'-of APRIL, 1999. 
.. 
7 BY THE COURT: 
D E F ~ A N T  d h  - -- -A-  
DISTRICT JUDGE 
Restitution ta, the Indigent Defense Fund/Restitution to be 
made payable to Grand Forks State's attorney Office, Box 5607, 
Grand Forks, ND 58206-5607. 
Court Fine and Administrative Fee to be made payable to 
Grand Forks District Court, 'Box 5979, Grand Forks,ND 58206-5979 
(Rev. 03-23-99) FOLDER BIS - DOC SENTENCE 

I N  DISTRICT COURT, GRAND FORKS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA/ 
NORTHEAST CENTRAL JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA 
Plaintiff, 
vs . 
ALBERT RAY MOORE 
3519 UNIVERSITY AVE 
GRAND FORKS, ND 58203 
Defendant. 
Case No. 18-98-K-03689 
Date of Birth
Social Securi  
TO ANY PEACE OFFICER OF THIS STATE: 
WHEREAS, the above-named defendant was convicted of the 
crime(s) of DROVE OR IN ACTUAL PHYSICAL CONTROL OF M/V. 
WHEREAS, it appears from the records of this Court that 
condition(s) of his/her sentence have not been completed as 
ordered in that the defendant has failed to: 
(X) Pay a fine/administrative fee in the amount of $100.00; 
(X) Complete an alcohol or drug evaluation and file 
proof with the Court; 
THEREFORE, I T  I S  ORDERED that the above-named defendant be 
brought before this Court for futher disposition. 
Dated this 15th day of OCTOBER, 1999. 
Judge 
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA 
COUNTY OF GRAND FORKS RETURN OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I have arrested the above-named 
defendant persuant to the foregoing warrant and brought him/her 
before the Judge at Grand Forks, North Dakota. 
Dated this - day of , 19-. 
Officer 
, (REV. 01-29-96) UCISDOC LEDWAR 
. I . GENERAL REi 
Ada County SherlUr Offlu 
-- 
I I CI Cited I DUI citation #: I 
I V & C ~ J * ~  State of Idaho I Da'B: 04-28-07 1 1948 hrs I I161 N Adkins, Merldlan, Id, 83642 1 
. . . , - : : . . ; .  . , , . : . ' .  , " . wm*c-ir:-, i 'f T. &,,,.-L . ,#.% :z: ,g::>. ': +: :.+, . . . ' 
On 04-28-07 at 1948 hours I was driving south bound on Blackcat north of Franklin, behind Deputy Lim. We were 
responding to a physical fight at the Kit Kat Klub, located on that comer. In front of Deputy ~ i m  a k i t e  1988 Mercury 
Cougar, license plate 1AMX028, was stopped on the road. The car had it's right tum signal on as C it was going to turn into 
the Kit Kat Klub's parking lot. Deputy Lim honked his air hom at the car to pull out of the road so we could go to our call. 
The car slowly pulled into the parking lot and parked in the parking stall located at the north eastem part of the parking lot. I 
looked at the driver as I walked past him. The driver, later identied as Albert Moore, exited his car and was walkina and 
stumbling to where Deputy Lim and I were standing on the south east comer of the building. Several times Albert siumbled 
into the buildings wall as he walked towards us. As he got closer I smelled the strong odor of an alcoholic beverage coming 
from him. I also noticed that his eyes were bloodshot and glassy. I asked him how much he had to drink and he just said 
he was coming here to get some more alcohol. Albert's spetrch was very slurred and thick tongued. Albert was very hostile 
towards us. Deputy Lim asked him for his dinrefs license and he was fumbling to grab a store card out of his wallet which 
he handed to Deputy Lim stating it was his driver's license. Albert denied ever driving and refused to do any field sobriety 
tests. Albert was placed under arrest for driving under the influence and transported to the Ada County Jail. Albert refused 
to give a breath sample. Albert is suspended from 09-18-06 to 09-16-07 for refusal. 
AC89 RovisefJ 10103 MD2611r 
FIELD ~ 0 ~ ~ 5 . 0 3 )  
 eft ~i ht Starts Too Soon d smooth Pursuit C] cannot ~ e e p  Balanm Durtnp lnsbuctions 
0 Maximum Deviation Stops Too Soon 
• 0 Onset Prior to 4 5 O  C] Misses Heel To Toe (more than Y,.) - n Steos Off Line 
OkiMI: a ~ai$es Arms - (mom than 67 D Wrong Number Of Steps 
I 
I sways 
Raises Arms (mom than B? 
Hops 
Puts Foot Down 
Total 
Point8 2lrnmlxynD 
fi Refused Test fl Cannot Do Test 
GemaQa 
000'72 
ACSO Re- lW03 MMBll  ,' 
(XJ Odor of Alcoholk Beverage 0 Well Kept 
(XI Slurred Speech Work Clothing 
Glassy Eyes DirtyIMessy 
(XJ Bloodshot Eyes (XJ Unclean 
(XJ Stumbling/Fumbling Vomit Stains 
(XJ SlowlLethargk Movement Urine Stains 
Cooperative Uncooperative 
Belligerent Vulgar 
Upset (XJ Threatening 
0 Mwd Swings Fighting ( ~ p r ~ ~ )  
caamaw~ 
a COUNTY SHERIFF'S 0, a - 
CONnNUATION PAGE 
OFFICER'S OBSERVATIONS: 
on 04-28-07 at 1948 hours I was driving south bound on Blackcat north of 
Franklin, behind Deputy Paul Lim. We were responding to a fight at the Kit 
Kat Klub, located on that corner. In front of Deputy Lim a white 1988 Mercury 
Cougar, license plate 1AMX028, was stopped on the road. The car had it's 
right turn signal on as if it was going to turn into the Kit Kat Klub's 
parking lot. Deputy Lim honked his air horn at the car to pull out of the 
road so we could go to our call. The car slowly pulled into the parking lot 
and parked in the parking stall1 located at the north eastern part of the 
parking lot. I looked at the driver as I walked past him. The driver, later 
identified as Albert Moore, exited his car and was walking and stumbling to 
where Deputy Lim and I were standing on the south east corner of the building. 
Several times Albert stumbled into the building's wall as he walked towards 
us. As he got closer I smelled the strong odor of an alcoholic beverage 
coming from him. I also noticed that his eyes were bloodshot and glassy. 
4 . D R N o  
05488 
7 .  page 
1. IacidentlToplc 
INITIAL CONTACT: 
I asked him how much he had to drink and he just said he was coming here 
to get some more alcohol. Albert's speech was very slurred and thick tongued. 
Albert was very hostile towards us. Deputy Lim asked him for his driver's 
license and he was fumbling to grab a store card out of his wallet which he 
handed to Deputy Lim stating it was his driver's license. Deputy Lim told him 
that it wasn't his driver's license and asked if he had one. Albert then 
slowly looked through his wallet and was able to find an Idaho Identification 
Card. Deputy Lim asked Albert if he had a driver's license and Albert said he 
didn't need a driver's license. Albert stated that he wasn't driving and he 
didn't need one. Both Deputy Lim and I told Albert that we saw him driving 
the car. Albert denied ever driving. I asked Albert where he had been 
drinking and he didn't answer. I asked him to do the horizontal gaze 
nystagmus test and he refused to do the test. He said he wasn't going to do 
any tests. 
I placed Albert under arrest for suspicion of driving under the influence 
and transported to the Ada County Jail. Albert stated he didn't have anything 
in his mouth but refused to show me. I played Albert the ALS audio tape but 
Albert kept talking and cursing at me while it was playing. Albert at one 
point told me that he was in pain due to the handcuffs and that I needed to be 
2. Subjsctl~ictim'o ~ a m s  3 RD 
12. Dlvi@1011 
/ Of2 
Driving Under the influence Moore, Albert Ray 
DISTRIBUTION: Original - Records, Yellow - Follow-up, Pink - Crime Analysis 
000'73 0, 
5 .  mdre8. 
Blackcat I Franklin (Meridian) 
10. RDY~C TO -a. DItc Occurrad 
-=ring orfinr / serial / Dlr.lTim 
6 .  phone 
9.  T x m  Occurred 
SYPNI.DI m-$q I serial 1 ~.t./ntm 
D. Meacham 1 4290 1 04-28-07 1 2142 hours Sgt. J. DeVries 14121 1 m41~6 1 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S 
CONTINUATION PAGE 
in pain also. After waiting the 15 minutes Albert refused to give a breath 
sample. Albert stated that he didn't have to do any tests and I told him that 
when he signed for his driver's license he signed stating the he would submit 
to my test. Albert stated he wanted to see where he signed for that. Again I 
gave him the opportunity to take the test and he refused. 
Albert had two previous driving under the influence charges on his 
driver's status in the last 10 years and is suspended from 09-18-06 to 09-18- 
07 for refusal and from 11-06-06 to 11-06-07 for infractions. 




1. Incident Topic 
Driving Under the influence 
I arrested Albert for driving under the influence and for driving without 
privileges. 
Moore, Albert Ray 
ATTACHMENTS: 
3 Printouts from the Intoxilyzer 
Property Invoice for his ignition key 
PC affidavit 
ALS suspension form 
Vehicle Inventory and Disposition form 
12. Dxvxsion 
Z O f  2 
5 .  Address 
Blackcat I Franklin (Meridian) 
D. Meacham 1 4290 1 04-28-07 1 2142 hours I Sgt. J. DeVries 14121 1 
6 .  Phone 
10. Route TO 8 .  DeCB OCCUZrWJ 
DISTRJBUTION: Original - Records, Yellow - Follow-up, Pink - Crime Analysis 
O O W "  /;a 
9. Tlna Occurred 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 4TH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF TIIE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plainfie 
vs . 
Moore, Albert Ray 
Defendant. 
06-0544 
W B  
ID 
SP. O I I U Y O  
CASE NO. 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE 
EVlDENTlARY TEST(S) 
State of ldaho. 
County of Ada 
I. Danvl Meacham, the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say that: 
1. I am a peace ofticer employed by the Ada Countv Sheriffs Office. 
2. The defendant was arrested on 04-28-07 at 1948 hrs, for the crime of driving while under the influence of 
alcohol. drugs or any other intoxicating substances pursuant to Section 18-8004 ldaho Code. 
3. Location of Occurrence: Blackcat~Ustick. Ada County. Idaho. 
4. Defendant named above was Identified by: 
Driver's License - State: - 
Verbal ID by defendant 
[XI State ID Card - State: 
[7 Student ID Card - School: - 
Military ID Card - Branch of Service: - 
Credit Cards -Type: - 
Witness: - 
Other:  
5. The crime was committed in my presence: [XI Yes [7 No (ff NO, se~een 0"s ofthe ~OIIOW"~) 
Dispatched to traffic accident 
[7 Attempt To Locate (ATL) broadcast by dispatch 
(Xj Witness: Deoutv Paul Lim 
6. Actual hysical control established by : [XI ObSe~ation by Affiant (n otherthsn ~ffiant, provide delats below) & Observation by other officer: Deoutv Paul Lim 
[7 Admission of Defendant 
[7 Statement of Witness 
Details: - 
ACSO Rcvlsed m MD2611 
000'75 to 
7. 1 believe that there is probb,. .ld to believe the defendant committe~ e because of the following 
facts: 
Probable Cause for Stop and Arrest 
on Blackcat north of Franklin, behind Deputy Lirn. We were 
responding to a physical fight at the Kit Kat Klub, located on that corner. In front of Deputy Lim a white 1988 
Mercury Cougar, license plate 1AMX028, was stopped on the road. The car had it's right turn signal on as if it was 
going to turn into the Kit Kat Klub's parking lot. Deputy Lim honked his air horn at the car to pull out of the road so 
we could go to our call. The car slowly pulled into the parking lot and parked in the parking stall located at the 
north eastern part of the parking lot. I looked at the driver as I walked past him. The driver, later identified as 
Albert Moore, exited his car and was walking and stumbling to where Deputy Lim and I were standing on the south 
east corner of the building. Several times Albert stumbled into the buildings wall as he walked towards us. As he 
got closer I smelled. the strong odor of an alcoholic beverage coming from him. I also noticed that his eyes were 
bloodshot and glassy. I asked him how much he had to drink and he just said he was coming here to get some 
more alcohol. Albert's speech was very slurred and thick tongued. Albert was very hostile towards us. Deputy 
Lim asked him for his driver's license and he was fumbling to grab a store card out of his wallet which he handed to 
Deputy Lim stating it was his driver's license. Albert denied ever driving and refused to do any field sobriety tests. 
Albert was placed under arrest for driving under the influence and transported to the Ada County Jail. Albert 
refused to give a breath sample. Albert is suspended from 09-18-06 to 09-18-07 for refusal. 
DUI Notes 
Odor of alcoholic beverage (XI Yes CL] No Standardized Fleld Sobrietv Tests 
Admitted Drinking Alcoholic Beverage CL] Yes [XI No 
Glassy Eyes [XI Yes CL] No 
Gaze Nystagmus q Pass Fail (XI Refused 
Bloodshot Eyes [XI Yes EI] No 
Walk and Turn q Pass 1 Fail [XI Refused 
Slurred Speech (XI Yes CL] No 
One Leg Stand q Pass Fail Refused 
SlowILethargic Movements (XI Yes No 
Stumbling/Fumbling [XI Yes EI] No 
Vehicle Crash Involved C] Yes [XI No 
Injury 
Impaired Memory IX] Yes No 
U Y e s  (XI No 
DRE Opinion: Suspected: Yes [XI No C] CNS hp,ant CNS Stimulant Hallucinogens PCP 
DRE Evaluation Performed: CL] Yes (XI NO 0 Narcok Analgeaccs • inhalants Cl Cannabis 
Reason Drugs are Suspected: - 
-- 
prior to being offered the evidentiary test, the defendant was substantially informed of the consequences of refusal 
and failure of the test as required by Section 18-8002 and 18-8002A, ldaho Code. 
EI] ALS Advisory Form read to Defendant (XI ALS Advisory Form audio tape played for Defendant 
-- 
a Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test(~) wadwere 
performed in compliance with Sections 18-8003 and 18-8004(4), ldaho Code and the standards and methods 
adopted by the Department of Law Enforcement. 
EI] Breath BAC Results:- Breath test administered by: - 
lntox 5000 Serial #: - 
CL] Alw Sensor Serial #:  Date Certification Expires: - 
'Reru*s*' Medical Blood Draw on file at Hospilal: - CL] Blood AND/OR Urine ,-, Urine (R erUImd.nr, 
[XI Defendant refused the evidentiary test(s) as follows: Refused to aive a breath sarn~le 
-- 
By my signature and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State of Idaho. I hereby 
solemnly swear that the informati rts and any other documents that 
rmation and belief. 
m to before me on W28- 6 7 
/ 
Residing at: dm & 
My Commission Expires: 2 - .2 6 - 29 / 3 
000'2~ 
Message Received From DMV 
MAY BE THE SAME AS: PAGE 01 FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION PURPOSES ONLY 
OLN/YB349415C. PRIVACY FLAG. 
NAM/MOORE, ALBERT RAY. ** OPR STATUS/SUSPENDED. 
RES/ * *  CDL STATUS/NOT LICENSED. 
1161 N ADKINS CLASS/D. * *  EXP/06-05-1991. 
MERIDIAN ID 83642. OLTfDRIVER LICENSE. 
AKA OLN/  AKA OLS/ID. 
SUSP/02-17-1998.UNTL/03-19-1998. O/S RCKLS DR. FULL.SR22.03-19-2001.0P 
CITN/O4-15-1999C. 04-01-1999A.O/S DUI. ND . NORTH DAKOT . 
SUSP/07-21-1999.UNTL/10-19-1999. O/S DUI. FULL.SR22.10-19-2OO2.OP 
SUSP/04-25-2000.UNTL/10-22-2000. REFUSE TEST. REIN FULL.lO-22-2003.OP 
SUSP/05-26-2006.UNTL/O8-24-2006. DUI. OP 
SUSP/05-26-2006.UNTL/ll-22-2006. DWP SUSPEND. OP 
SUSP/09-18-2006.UNTL/09-18-2007. REFUSE TEST, OP 
CITN/O9-28-2006C. 09-03-2006A.N/PF LIA INS. CTY.MERIDIAN. 
ORD DEGREEIINFR. 
SUSP/ll-06-2006.UNTL/ll-06-2007. N/PF LIA INS. OP 
SUSP/ll-21-2006.UNTL/02-19-2007. INFRACTIONS. OP 
S1JSP/11-21-2006.UNTL/02-19-2007. INFRACTIONS. OP 
A13DITIONAL LICENSE TYPES CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE ... 
N4Y BE THE SAME AS: PAGE 02 FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION PURPOSES ONLY 
* * * * *  IDAHO IDENTIFICATION CARD ONLY - NOT A DRIVERS LICENSE *****  
OLN/YB349415C. PRIVACY FLAG. 
NAM/MOORE, ALBERT RAY. ID CARD STATUS/VALID . 
ms/ 
1161 N ADKINS ** EXP/06-05-2010. 
MERIDIAN ID 83642. OLT/IDENTIFICATION CARD. 
SEX/M. HAI/GRY. EYE/BLU.  ORGAN DONOR 
HGT/509. ~GT/155 61720194. CNTY/ADA. 
AKA OLN/  
END OF RECORD 
END OF MESSAGE ... 
AKA OLS/ID. 
MRI 8754096 IN: DMVIOl 12392 AT 22:25 28APR07 
OUT: PRCC 5428 AT 22:25 28APR07 
I have reasonable erounds to believe that vou were drivine. or were in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or 
.. ...~ . .. . , .. ... . . .. . 
P" I-. '. USP~hb141-;N :or Fri l~:ra ;: Evi,.. esting - . 
jldvisory ?or Sections 18-BOO2 and .i8-6002A. Idaho O R 1  $ Cf3(?; .. . ... -. - . . - . . . 
- . . 
other intoxicatingiubslances. 
. You are required by law to lake one or more evidentiary tests to determine the concentration of alcohol or the presence of drugs or other intoxicating 
substances in your body. After submitting to the test(s) you may, when practical, at your own expense, have additional tests made by a person of your 
own choosing. 
1, You do not have the right to talk to a lawyer before taking any evidentiary tests to determine the alcohol concentration or presence of drugs or other 
intoxicating substances in your body. 
I. If you refuse to take or complete any of the offered tests pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Code: 
A. You are subject to a civil penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250). 
Last Name Firs1 ~iddiel
Mailing Address 
8. Your Idaho driver's license or permit will be seized if you have it in your possession, and if it is current and valid you will be issued a temporary 
permit Non-resident licenses will not be seized and will be valid in Idaho for thirty (30) days hom the service of this notice of suspension unless 
modified or restricted by the court, provided thc license is valid in the ibsuing slate. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, any 
temporary permit issued will not provide commercial driving privileges of any kind. 
C. You have a right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the Magistrate Court of A,County for a hearing m show cause 
why you refused to submit to or complete evidentiary testing and why your driver's license should not be suspended. 
. ... -. . . . . -. .. .- . .. . . - . . .- . - 
/$=* : 
me of Arresl 
: -, 
Raslrictions 
D. If you do not request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing. the court will sustain the civil penalty and your license will be suspended with 
absolutely nodriving privileges for one (I) year if this is your first refusal; and two (2) years if this is your second refusal within ten (10) years. 
i .  If you take and fail the evidentiary test(s) pursuant to Section 18-8002A. Idaho Code: 
A. Your Idaho driver's license or permit will be seized if you have it in your possession, and if it is current and valid you will be issued a temporary 
permit. Non-resident ljcenses wiU not be seized and shall be valid in Idaho for thirty (30) days from the sewice of this notice of suspension, 
provided the license is valid in the issuing state. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, any temporary permit issued will not provide 
commercial driving privileges of any kind. 
8. I will serve you with this NOTICE OF SUSPEfVSION that becomes effective thirty days from the date of service on this NOTICE. suspending 
your driver's license or privileges. IF this is your first Failure of an evidentiary test your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for 
ninety (90) days, with absolutely no driving privileges during the first thirty (30) days. You may request restricted driving privileges for the 
remaining sixty (60) days of the suspension. Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial motor vehicle. If this is not 
your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for one (1) year 
with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind during that period. 
C. You have the rieht to an administrative hearinn on the susoension before the WAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT to show cause whv 
A/' .I - 8364/7 OUI-of-Slats Driver's License Number Slale 
/rcYt Opefeting CMV? 0 Yes 
Slate Zip Citation #: &/I& Transporting Hamat'? 0 Yes 
. ~ ~ ~ ~~~ 
you failed the ekdentiary teat and why your dGver's lice& should not be suspended. The request must be made in writing and be received by the 
drpamnent wtthin seven (7) calendar days from the date of service of 011s .VOTlCE O F  SLSPENSION. You also have the right to judicial review 
of the Hearing Officer's decision. 
THIS SUSPENSION FOR FAILURE OR REFUSAL OF THE EVlDENTIARY TESTiS) IS SEPARATE 
FROM ANY OTHER SUSPENSION ORDERED BY THE COURT. 
WTICE OF SUSPENSILQP?I: If you have failed the evidentiary test(s), your driving privileges a r e  hereby suspended per #5 
hove,  commencing thirty (30) days from the date of service of this notice. [Date of service: 
i 
VOTE: If a blood or urine test was administered, the department may serve a Notice of Suspension upon receipt of the test results. 
3 Evidmtiary Test Failure: r ia - rm*  K ~ e f u s a l :  i ~ n ~ u , t o m w t ~ r l a . a o  0 UrineIBlood Analysis Pending: rl8.8W2A 
This Section Provides Tempora Driving Privileges. 
(If the  driver was operating a commercial vehicle, this  permit will no '? provide commercial drlving privileges of any kind.) 
f issued, this permit grants the same driving resuictions and privileges as those granted by the license/pemit seized (except as indicated 
nbove), and shall be valid for thirty (30) days from the date you were served this Norice of Suspension for failure or refusal of the evidentiary 
est(s), unless it is canceled or tiicted by the court. - 
i t  Issued? - Yes $No License Surrendere ? L; Yes 
\ permit was not issued because the license was: g~uspended ho'; Possession 0 Invalid 
Expired 0 Issued by Another Jurisdiction Not Licensed 
1 
ACSO JAIL 
INTOXILYZER - ALCOHOL ANALYZER 
MODEL 5000EN SN 68-012579 
04/28/2007 SOLUTION LOT NO. 0000006804 





TEST BrAC TIME 
AIR BLANK .OOO 20:49 MDT 
INTERNAL STANDARDS PASSED 20:49 MDT 
AIR BLANK .OOO 20:49 MDT 
SIMULATOR TEMPERATURE IN RANGE. 
SIM CHK #0097 .075 20:49 MDT 
ACCEPTABLE 
AIR BLANK .OOO 20:50 MDT 
SUBJECT TEST REFUSED 20:52 MDT 
AIR BLANK .OOO 20:52 MDT 
SUBJECT REFUSED TO CONTINUE. 
ze ZTi! ' 4  ~34&4 
TIME FIRST OBSERVED 
I.. a  1 Gvs a L n I r T  Y 
LE INVENTORY I DlSPOSlTl i 
D.O.B
/ 
DATE f / -  L% -0.7 I I VEHICLE; YEAR 13 41 MAKE M'flc MOD. Lb" COLOR - 4 ~  + I I MILEAGE LICENSE 1 E)  *)c C' 2 STATE YEAR I 
REGISTERED OWNER E l  NAME same as drtver 
ADDRESS 
DISPOSITION: E?a LEFT AT SCENE R/~CLLLS*-  /t / ~ r - k h ' &  IOU\TION (k) tkd- DL.-!!,) 
I RELEASEDTO I 
IMPOUNDED FORFEITURE KEYS PROPERTY 
~mpound report (narcotics) C] OTHER JAL $ ROOM CI ?sCLE 
WAIVER: I AM THE PERSON WHO HAS LAWFUL CUSTODY AND CONTROL OF THIS VEHICLE 
AND I DO NOT WANT THIS VEHICLE IMPOUNDED. I ACCEPT FULL LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE 
SAFEI<EEPING OF THE )(EHICLE AND ITS CONTENTS. -r7n 
I( 2s 4 YGN4NRE ME llM LJ-2q- 0 - 
INVENTORY: Ltst valuables, damaged or unique  terns 
DRIVERS TRUNK GLOVE BODY CONTAINERS 
COMPARTMENT C] PICKUP BED C] BOX DAMAGE 
f" ~4If~d,-I-r=cO 
I PAGE / / 
B O I S E  P O L I C E  
- . I 
ADA NO FELONYlMlSD 
, . ,  .,,- 
OArE y-2 %# 07 "ME Z O L Y  
PROPERTY INVOICE 
C] INVOICE ONLY @ REPORTTO FOLLOW CITEDIN0 REPORT 
I I I 





PROPERTY USE ~ N L Y  
I = Stolen 5 = Found 
2 = Embezzled 6 = Safekeeprng 
7 = Oestruct only 
f s: :~:~~ 8 = Olher 
~ E M W  DESCRIPTION 




WAIVER: The propw¶q is not my own and I do not allege any claim upon the 
property as against me hue wner nor do I allege any claim upon 
SERIAL NO 
-EMNO 















Stored at: Property Room Other 
a It Pawn Shop, attach pawn tickat copy lo this form. 
~- .. .. ... . - ,. . ---- 0008$ \ !  ~ 
DsPO 
LOCATION ElZED 
K . ) k c ~ -  /<I!& . 
DESCRIPTION 






P E R S O N F m F m l Y M I T ~ ~  
LOCATION SEED 






DESCRlPnON SERIAL NO. 
OWNEWNAME LOCATION SEIZED 
MSCRlmtON SERIAL NO 
OWNEWSNAME ' LOCATPJN SEIZED 
DESCRIPTION SERIAL NO 
OWNBYSNAME LWTION SEED 
DESCRIPTION SERIAL NO 
OWNEWSNAh4E LOCATION SEIZED 
DESCRlPnON 
OWNERSNAME LOCATION SEIZED 
l SERIALNO 
DESCRIPTION SERIAL NO 
OWNEWSME LOCATION SEIZED 
ADA COUNTY Contract cities of: 
SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
395246 0 Eagle 0 Star 0 Kuna 
IDAHO UNIFORM CITATION 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE 4TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FQBYhCOUNPI OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO 
) COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS 
CO V8. ) CI Intmction Citation 
-3 rvlaow OR 
Ccl M N M ~  1 B ~ l s d e m e a n o r  Cilation In ) 
a> p~ggfkq- Y ) Accident Involved 1 M m~un MW. IWW 
iPUC # USDOT TK Census # 
Operator a Class A C] Class B Class C @Class D C] m e r  
CI] GVWR 2M)01 + 0 16 + Persons Placard Hazardous Materials DR# 
Home Address 1/61 e/ K-/( . ddmm, 
Business Address 
I -  
Ph # 
M E  UNDERSIGNED OFFICER ( P A W  HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
Height &4 Wt. 
/ ' Vio. #2 
\. , 
Serial I I lAddmo Dept. 
WHneasing Ontwr Serial #/Address Dept. 
THE STAE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
You are hereby summoned to appear betore the Cle ' ' Court of the 
District Court of ADA r, Idaho, 
located at 200 W.DOW3TREET on or after a- 
$ &j- b u t o f l ~ t i e t w s (  20- between 6 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
mons and I promise to appear at me time indicated. 
'-spa"" 
.w 
I hereby certify service upon VN, defendant personally on .20 
Mhr 
NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENALN and COMPLIANCE instructions. 
JUN 0 3 2008 
J. DAVID' NAVARRO, Clerk 
BY A. BUCK 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jan M. Bennetts 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Idaho, Room 3 19 1 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR FE 2008 0000373 
VS. 1 
) STATE'S RESPONSE TO 
ALBERT R. MOORE, 1 DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
1 DISMISS 
Defendant, 
COMES NOW, Jan M. Bennetts, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of 
Ada, State of Idaho, and responds to the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss. The Defendant 
argues that this case should be dismissed because his right to a speedy trial has been 
violated. 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS (MOORE), 
1. 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
This case was originally filed as a misdemeanor DUI by the Boise City Attorney's 
Office (working on behalf of Meridian City). The Defendant pled not guilty at arraignment 
on September 5,2006 and received jury trial and pretrial dates within speedy trial, February 
21, 2007 (jury trial) and January 23, 2007 (pretrial conference). See Register of Actions 
(hereinafter ("ROA") attached to Defendant's Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss. At 
the pretrial conference on January 23, 2007, the Defendant waived his right to a jury trial 
and the case was set for court trial beyond the misdemeanor speedy trial deadlines to May 
14,2007 (see ROA). This occurred in chambers as is reflected on the court minutes, but the 
Defendant was present at the pretrial conference. (See State's Exhibit #1, attached, at Page 
2). The court minutes reflect that at that time, the "A [Defendant] waives jury." (Id. at 
Page 2A). The Pre-trial Memorandum reflects that the case was "set for court trial, offer 
extended - possible resolution prior to trial. Order evaluation." (See id. at Page 3). The 
court trial was scheduled for May 14,2007. On April 28,2007, the Defendant was arrested 
again for DUI and a jury recently found him guilty of Felony DUI in that case before Judge 
Wilper (# CRFE-08-0000374). He is set for sentencing on Judge Wilper's case on July 8, 
2008. The court minutes reflect that on or about May 8,2007, another court trial date was 
set "per Judge" (see id. at Page 4) and that that court trial was scheduled for July 23,2007 
(see id. at Page 5). 
On July 23, 2007, the court trial date, the court minutes reflect that the Defendant 
was present and that the case was scheduled for plea and sentencing on September 12,2007 
at 3:45 p.m. (See id. at Page 6). The Pre-trial Memorandum reflects the same information 
as the court minutes and was signed by the Defendant on July 23,2007. (See id. at Page 7). 
On September 12,2007, the court minutes reflect that the "A [Defendant] wants to 
go back to JT-PT" (see id. at Page 8) and another jury trial date was set for December 14, 
2007 with a pretrial conference on November 19, 2007. (See ROA). On November 19, 
2007, another jury trial was set for February 15,2008 with a pretrial conference on January 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS (MOORE), 
Page 2 
00084 
22, 2008 and that the defense attorney was "to make motion to dismiss." (See State's 
Exhibit #1, attached at Page 10). 
The record in the present felony case reflects that on January 4,2008, the State filed 
an Amended Complaint for Felony DUI based upon the Defendant's prior DUI convictions 
and after being bound over to this Court, an Information was filed on March 24,2008. The 
jury trial in this case has been set for July 14, 2008. In the Defendant's brief, he notes that 
he did not enter a not guilty plea on February 23, 2008 at the arraignment on the Felony 
charge. It should be noted that Defendants never enter pleas to felony charges at initial 
appearances on felony cases or even before the Magistrate Judge at the preliminary hearing. 
Pleas on felony cases are entered at the district court level. 
The State requested the audio tapes of the proceedings in Magistrate Court; however, 
it is the State's understanding from the transcript coordinator that there are not audio tape 
recordings of these proceedings because it appears that many of these Magistrate Court 
proceedings were handled in chambers. 
11. 
ARGUMENT 
The Court should deny this motion to dismiss for two reasons. First, the filing of the 
Felony DUI charge restarts the speedy trial clock anew in the present case; and second, 
there has not been a violation of the Defendant's right to a speedy trial. 
A. SPEEDY TRIAL STARTED ANEW WITH FILING OF FELONY DUI 
At this point, this case is a Felony and the speedy trial rights are governed by the 
Felony rules. Idaho Code § 19-3501(2) addresses the issue of when a criminal action may 
be dismissed as follows: 
The court, unless good cause to the contrafy is shown, must order the prosecution or 
indictment to be dismissed, in the following cases: 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS CMOORE), 
Page 3 
2. If a defendant, whose trial has not been postponed upon his application, is 
not brought to trial within six (6) months from the date that the indictment or 
information is filed with the court. 
In the present case, this Felony trial has been set within six months of the filing of 
the Information. The Information was filed on March 24, 2008. The trial has been set for 
July 14, 2008, which is well within six months of the filing of the Information. The 
Defendant had the right to have his misdemeanor DUI trial within speedy trial as set forth 
for misdemeanor cases. This misdemeanor speedy trial issue was not dispositively 
addressed in Magistrate Court and the State was entitled to amend it to a Felony upon 
learning of his prior convictions. The amendment to a Felony supersedes the misdemeanor 
proceedings and this case should proceed pursuant to the rules for a Felony case. Once this 
case was amended to a Felony, the time for his speedy tiial began to run on the date that the 
Information was filed. 
Although the State has been unable to find any Idaho cases directly on point, this 
issue is analogous to the situation in which the State re-files a felony case. In State v. 
Horsley, 117 Idaho 920, 926 (1990), the Idaho Supreme Court held that the six-month 
speedy trial requirement is renewed upon the refiling of a felony case. In the present case, 
the clock for the Defendant's speedy trial rights began ticking when the Information was 
filed. 
In addition, the State could have dismissed the misdemeanor DUI charge and 
thereafter filed a Felony DUI charge based upon his prior convictions, so long as the State 
filed the Felony DUI within the appropriate statute of limitations. For example, the State 
could have dismissed the misdemeanor DUI charge and re-filed it as a felony after he was 
convicted of the recent Felony DUI that occurred on April 28,2007. The speedy trial clock 
would start ticking upon the filing of the Information in that case. The State, in this case, 
elected to proceed by amending the complaint rather than having the misdemeanor 
dismissed and then filing a felony charge. 
STATE'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS (MOORE), 
Page 4 
B. NO SPEEDY TRIAL VIOLATION IN MAGISTRATE COURT 
This Court should deny the Motion to Dismiss based upon the foregoing section; 
however, even if this Court reaches the speedy trial issue as it relates to the Magistrate 
proceedings, this Court should deny the Motion to Dismiss. 
In order to determine whether the Defendant's right to speedy trial has been violated, 
the Court must first determine whether the Defendant has established a prima facie 
violation of the statute's requirements. See State v. Wavrick, 123 Idaho 83, 87 (Ct. App. 
1992). If the Defendant establishes a prima facie violation of speedy trial, then the Court 
must determine whether there has been good cause for the delay. In determining whether 
there has been good cause for a delay, the court must weigh the Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 
514 (1972) factors: "(1) the length of the delay; (2) the reason for the delay; (3) the 
defendant's assertion or nonassertion of his right; and (4) the prejudice or lack of prejudice 
to the defendant resulting from the delay." Wavrick, 123 Idaho at 87. 
The Defendant has not established that he himself was not the cause of the delay. At 
the initial arraignment on the misdemeanor charge in Magistrate Court on September 5, 
2006, the Public Defender's Office was appointed to represent the Defendant. (State's 
Exhibit #I, at Page 1). There is nothing in the record below to indicate that the delay in the 
Magistrate proceedings was the fault of the State. Although the Ada County Prosecutor's 
Office did not handle this case in the Magistrate Court, a careful review of the record 
reveals that the State was not the cause of the delay. In fact, the record reflects that the 
Defendant had a jury trial scheduled within speedy trial (February 21,2007). It was at the 
pretrial conference scheduled on January 23,2007, prior to that jury trial that the Defendant 
waived his right to a jury trial. A court trial was then scheduled beyond speedy trial. (Id. at 
Page 2A). Although it is not entirely clear to the State from the record below whether there 
was an affirmative waiver of speedy trial in the Magistrate Court, the Defendant did waive 
his right to a jury trial. The only way the Defendant could have waived his right to a jury 
trial is if he had initiated the request for a court trial, thereby initiating a request for a 
continuance; otherwise, there would not have been a waiver of a jury trial and the case 
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would have proceeded directly to the trial date scheduled, February 2 1, 2007. A court trial 
can only be scheduled in a DUI case when a Defendant waives a jury and agrees to the 
court trial; otherwise, the Defendant has a right to a jury trial. Even if the State had 
requested a court trial, the Defendant has a right to a jury trial and would have had to, at the 
very least, agree to the court trial and waive the jury trial. However, there is no evidence 
that the State requested a court trial or that this delay was caused by the State. 
From the record, there does not appear to be any delay attributable to the State. In 
reviewing the court minutes, there does not appear to be a request by the State for a 
continuance. It appears that there were four continuances. The first was due to the 
Defendant waiving a jury trial and requesting a court trial. The second was pursuant to the 
Judge resetting the court trial onto another Judge's calendar. The third was on July 23, 
2007, when the Defendant signed the Pre-trial Memorandum indicating that there would be 
a plea, and setting the case for sentencing on September 12, 2007. (State's Exhibit # 1 at 
Page 7.) On that plea and sentencing date, the Defendant is the one who changed his mind 
and "wants to go back to JT-PT." (State's Exhibit # 1 at Page 8.) Finally, the case was 
reset for trial on February 15,2008, but the State filed the amended complaint on January 4, 
2008, before that trial date, charging the Defendant with a felony. The record does not 
reveal that any of these delays were caused by the State. The Defendant has failed to make 
a prima facie showing that there was a violation of speedy trial. 
Taking all of these circumstances into account, it would appear to the State that the 
Defendant knew that if he pled guilty to the misdemeanor DUI, it would make it easier for 
the State to charge his new DUI, that occurred on April 28, 2007, as a felony. One of his 
prior DUI convictions was an out-of-state conviction. Having an in-state conviction would 
make it easier for the State to prove a Felony DUI in his new case. 
This issue has been raised now that there is a Felony DUI pending. It is unclear as to 
whether there was in fact a Motion to Dismiss filed when this case was pending as a 
misdemeanor DUI in the Magistrate Court. The State has a copy of a Motion to Dismiss 
signed by Charlene Davis of the Ada County Public Defender's Office on January 9, 2008, 
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five days after this case was amended to a Felony DUI. However, even if this Motion to 
Dismiss was filed in the misdemeanor case, it was not dispositively addressed even though 
there was ample opportunity for that to have been done. The State's review of the record 
does not reveal that there was any ruling by the Magistrate Court that there was violation of 
speedy trial. 
The Magistrate Court was in the best position to determine whether or not the 
Defendant's misdemeanor speedy trial rights were violated. The Defendant had the Public 
Defender's Office appointed at the very inception of this case on September 5, 2006, and 
could have had this issue dispositively addressed by the Magistrate Court on multiple 
occasions given that this case was scheduled for multiple hearings in Magistrate Court. 
One of the Wingo v. Barker factors the court considers is whether there was an assertion or 
non-assertion of the right to speedy trial. It does not appear that there was an affirmative 
assertion of speedy trial. The Defendant did not file any objections to the court dates 
scheduled in the Magistrate Court. There is no indication in the record below or from 
evidence established by the Defendant either by way of Affidavit or otherwise that the 
defense counsel representing the Defendant or the Defendant himself asserted his right to a 
speedy trial. Similarly, there is no evidence that defense counsel was not doing his or her 
job by informing the Defendant of his rights and what it would mean to waive a jury trial at 
the time the first court trial was scheduled. 
The Defendant had numerous opportunities to have the issue dispositively ruled 
upon by the Magistrate Judge who handled this case and who would have been in the best 
position to rule upon it. It appears that much of the delay in the Magistrate Court was 
attributable to the Defendant based upon the record in this case. The Defendant could have 
had his jury trial within speedy trial but chose to waive a jury and have this case set for 
court trial. Thereafter, it was the Defendant who changed his mind and decided not to plead 
guilty and go to trial after he had previously signed a Pre-trial Memorandum indicating that 
the case would be set for plea and sentencing. (State's Exhibit # 1, at Page 7). 
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In the Defendant's brief, he argues that "Presumably, both times when the defendant 
was set to proceed to trial, the state then amended the charge and then the proceedings were 
reset to accommodate the amended charge." (Defendant's Brief, at 4). The charge was 
amended to a second DUI on March 1, 2007. There is no indication that the proceedings 
were reset to accommodate the amended charge. The Court Trial was scheduled for May 
14, 2007, over two months beyond the filing of the amendment to a DUI Second Offense. 
The only indication as to why the Court Trial was reset to July 23, 2007, is from the court 
minutes that state that the Court Trial was reset "per Judge" and that it was scheduled 
"Back to Judge 278." (State's Exhibit #1, at Page 4). 
111. 
CONCLUSION 
The Felony DUI case supersedes the misdemeanor case and the Defendant should 
not now be permitted to bootstrap an argument that should have been made in the 
Magistrate Court. The speedy trial clock began ticking anew when the Information was 
filed in this case. 
Even assuming the Court reaches the speedy trial issue as it relates to the Magistrate 
proceedings, the Defendant has not established that this case should be dismissed. The 
Defendant presumes that the delay is attributable to the State; however, it is the Defendant 
who had a Jury Trial scheduled within speedy trial and then waived his right to a jury trial; 
scheduled a court trial and then on July 23,2007, signed a Pre-trial Memorandum indicating 
that there would be a plea and sentencing, with the Court ordering an evaluation. (Id. at 
Page 7). Then, the Defendant thereafter wanted a jury trial. (Id. at Page 8). 
Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, the State requests that this Court deny his 
Motion to Dismiss. 
DATED this day of June, 2008. 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
W N M  
Jan g ~ e n n e t t s  
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Response to Motion to Dismiss to Jessica Bublitz, Deputy Ada County Public Defender, 
200 W. Front St., Room 1107, Boise, ID 83702 by depositing the same in the 
interdepartmentalmnited State's mail, postage prepaid, this a day of 
ha ,2008. 
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ALBERT R. MOORE, 
STATE OF IDAHO, I Case No. CRFE-2008-0000373 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON THE 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
Defendant. 
APPEARANCES 
l 4  11 For Plaintiff: Jan Bennetts, Deputy Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
l 5  1 1  For Defendant: Jessica Bublitz, Ada County Public Defender 
j6 II PROCEEDINGS 
l 7  II This case came before the Court on June 12,2008. The Court asked counsel to 
provide additional briefing by June 30, 2008 after hearing oral argument by counsel. 
l8  II 
l9  II The Court then took the matter under advisement. The Court announced its decision to 
20 lldeny the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss at a pre-trial conference held July 9, 2008 
21 11  his decision is submitted in supplement to the Court's oral ruling. 
11 BACKGROUND 




26 11 the Defendant waived his right to a jury trial and the case was set for a May 14, 2007 
The Defendant pled not guilty to a misdemeanor DUI, as originally filed, on 
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court trial. This occurred in chambers and the court minutes reflect that Defendant's 
waiver was only as to his right to a jury trial. The Defendant was arrested again for a 
DUI on April 28, 2007, Because of this development, and the Defendant's withdrawal 
of his waiver to jury trial, the trial in this case was rescheduled. On January 4, 2008, 
the State filed an Amended Complaint for felony DUI based upon the Defendant's prior 
DUI convictions. An Information was filed on March 24, 2008, and a jury trial set for 
July 14, 2008. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
To determine whether a defendant's constitutional right to a speedy trial was 
violated under both the United States and ldaho Constitutions, a trial court should use 
the balancing test set forth in Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972). State v. Davis, 41 
ldaho 828, 835, 118 P.3d 160, 167 (Ct. App. 2005). In Barker, the United States 
Supreme Court identified four factors that are weighed to determine whether there has 
been a constitutional violation. Those factors are: (1) the length of the delay; (2) the 
reason for the delay; (3) the defendant's assertion of his or her right to a speedy trial; 
and (4) the prejudice occasioned by the delay. Barker, 407 U.S. at 530. 
DISCUSSION 
In the State's original memorandum, the State argues first that the speedy trial 
deadline has not been violated because the deadline started anew upon the filing of the 
Felony DUI on March 24, 2008. According to ldaho Code § 19-3501(4), an indictment 
nay be dismissed for a misdemeanor charge if the defendant is not tried within six 
nonths of the date of a plea. By analogy, the State cites to State v. Horsley, 117 ldaho 
320, 926, 792 P.2d 945, 951 (1990), in support of their argument that the deadline was 
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Court held that the refilling of a felony case renewed the six-month speedy trial 
deadline. Id. However, the original filing had been dismissed without prejudice, 
whereas in this case the Complaint was merely amended. Whether the amendment of 
a complaint would qualify as a circumstance that renews the speedy trial deadline 
would be an issue of first impression for the Court. The language of the statute in 
Horsley provided the basis for a renewal of the charge. However in this case there is 
no language to support such a renewal in this case. 
Secondly, the State argues that there has not been a speedy trial violation even 
if the deadline started to run upon the original arraignment. Specifically, the State 
asserts that the Defendant has not established that he was not the cause of the delay. 
The State expanded upon this argument in their supplemental memorandum, citing to 
State v. Davis, 141 ldaho 828, 118 P.3d 160 (Ct. App. 2005). In Davis, the defendant 
was charged with a felony DUI and due to some scheduling conflicts with some of the 
State's witnesses, a trial setting within the six-month deadline was continued. The 
defendant declined to waive his right to speedy trial and the trial court granted the 
State's motion to dismiss without prejudice. The defendant asked for reconsideration of 
this decision, which the district court took under advisement for over five months. Once 
the defendant's motion for reconsideration was denied, the State re-filed the charge 
and the case was assigned to a new district judge. The court dismissed the case with 
prejudice because the court found the defendant's right to speedy trial had been 
violated. Id. The ldaho Court of Appeals reversed this second dismissal with prejudice 
using the four-factor Barker v. Wingo test: 
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To determine whether a defendant's constitutional right to a speedy trial 
was violated under both the United States and ldaho Constitutions, we 
employ the balancing test set forth in Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 92 
S.Ct. 2182, 33 L.Ed.2d 101 (1972). See Young, 136 ldaho at 117, 29 
P.3d at 953. In Barker, the United States Supreme Court identified four 
factors that are weighed to determine whether there has been a 
constitutional violation. Those factors are: (1) the length of the delay; (2) 
the reason for the delay; (3) the defendant's assertion of his or her right to 
a speedy trial; and (4) the prejudice occasioned by the delay. Barker, 407 
U.S. at 530, 92 S.Ct at 2192, 33 L.Ed.2d at 116-17. 
3avi.s at 835,118 P.3d at 167. The Court of Appeals found that because nearly half the 
eason for delay was caused by the defendant's actions, the delayed prosecution was 
lot extraordinary and did not prejudice the defendant. Id. at 841, 118 P.3d at 173. 
The Defendant in this case has argued that the State has failed to show good 
:ause under I.C.A. 19-3501. The Defendant argues that at no time did the Court 
?xplain that agreeing to initial continuances would constitute a waiver of his right to a 
ipeedy trial, so to assume so by implication would be improper. The State 
icknowledges that likely causes of the scheduling issues have been exacerbated by 
:ourt congestion. However, the Defendant points out that the "ultimate responsibility for 
iuch circumstances must rest with the government rather than with the defendant." 
jtate v. Clark, 135 ldaho 255, 261, 16 P.3d 931, 937 (2000) (quoting Barker, 407 U.S. 
it 531). The Defendant further argues that he has suffered significant prejudice in 
vaiting for the State to bring a timely prosecution and points out that the United States 
;upreme Court has recognized that incarceration aside, there are still significant 
lisadvantages and restraints that can affect a defendant. Barker, at 533. The 
Iefendant has been incarcerated for both this felony DUI and a subsequent felony DUI. 
In this case, while there are other causes interacting to have ultimately caused 
lelay, the three most prominent causes are (1) the prosecution's delayed research into 
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the Defendant's history of DUls which resulted in the original charge being filed as a 
misdemeanor; (2) the Defendant's initial waiver from a preference for a court trial, then 
revoking his original waiver of right to jury trial; and (3) scheduling issues regarding a 
peace officer witness for the State. This multiple-cause delay is similar to the facts in 
Davis because the delay can be traced to both the State and the Defendant. The delay 
in this case has been over two years, which is roughly the same length of delay as in 
Davis. As in Davis, a significant portion of the delay can be directly attributable to the 
Defendant's actions in this case. Not only was the case delayed several times by the 
rescheduling due to the Defendant's changing preferences for either a court or jury trial, 
but there is also some indication that significant delay was caused by plea negotiations. 
In this case, there is little indication that the State was negligent in scheduling a trial 
setting or intentionally delayed the proceedings. There is little record as to the reasons 
for witness unavailability or the reason for what is recorded as merely a scheduling 
issue, and this again is similar to the case in Davis. In Davis, the court could not 
attribute an ambiguous scheduling issue to the State without more indication on the 
record. 
The Defendant's delay in asserting his right to a speedy trial is also a factor in 
this Court's analysis. In Davis, there was an even stronger record of refusal to waive 
the right to speedy trial from the Defendant. In this case, though, several trial dates 
were rescheduled and continued well past the speedy trial deadline before the 
Defendant asserted his right and refusal for waiver. While the Court will not assume an 
outright waiver from this conduct, the Defendant's initial acquiescence must be 
considered in the Court's balancing with other factors. Additionally, the Court does 
II MEMORANDUM DECISION -CASE NO. CRFE-2008-0000373 - PAGE 5 
ecognize that the Defendant's legal status has caused him anxiety and uncertainty by 
he constant rescheduling. However, since the Defendant agreed to many of the delays 
?ven past the speedy trial deadline, the Court does not weigh this anxiety to outbalance 
he other factors that weigh in the State's favor. For all of these reasons, the Court will 
ind that the State has satisfied its burden of showing good cause for the delays in this 
:ase. No right to speedy trial violation can be found by the Court. As such, the Court 
vill not dismiss the Defendant's case. 
CONCLUSION 
The Court will DENY the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this // day of July 2008. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the day of July 2008, I mailed (served) a true and 
:orrect copy of the within instrument to: 
Ian Bennetts 
Ieputy Ada County Prosecutor 
NTERDEPARTMENTAL MAlL 
lessica Bublitz 
\da County Public Defender 
NTERDEPARTMENTAL MAlL 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
Bv A. URQUIM 
DEPUTY 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
ALBERT R. MOORE, 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0000373 
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO 
APPEAL FROM INTERLOCUTORY 
ORDER, PURSUANT TO TAR 12 
Defendant. I 
COMES NOW, ALBERT R. MOORE, the defendant above-named, by and through 
counsel JESSICA BUBLITZ, Ada County Public Defender's Office, and moves this Court for its 
ORDER granting permission to appeal this Court's ORDER denying Defendant's MOTION TO 
DISMISS, entered on the Record July 9,2008. 
This motion is made pursuant to the authority of Idaho Appellate Rule 12 and is based 
upon the documents and records on file herein. Said motion is made because this case involves a 
controlling issue of law as to which there is substantial grounds for a difference of opinion; an 
n MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL FROM 
' 
INTERLOCUTORY ORDERS, PURSUANT TO IAR 12 
immediate appeal from this ORDER may materially advance the orderly resolution of this case. 
Also, the suppression issue could be dispositive of this case. 






Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this m a y  of July 2008,I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
JAN BENNETTS 
Deputy Prosecutor, Ada County 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL FROM 
INTERLOCUTORY ORDERS, PURSUANT TO 
Session: McLaughlin080608 
i ' a  
Session: McLaughlin080608 Division: DC Courtroom: CR507 
Session Date: 2008/08/06 Session Time: 08:30 
Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Reporter: Hohenleitner, Tammy 














Case ID: 0033 
Case Number: CRFE08-373 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 
Co-Defendant ( s )  : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Bennetts, Jan 
Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
2008/08/06 
11:50:48 - Operator 
Recording: 
11:50:48 - New case 
Moore, Albert 
11:51:47 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
argues motion for permissive appeal 
11:52:07 - Defendant: Moore, Albert 
present in custody 
11:52:14 - State Attornev: Bennetts. Jan 
present 
11:54:17 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
continues to Court 
11:57:38 - State Attorney: Bennetts, Jan 
response as to interlocutory appeal 
12:00:09 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
to counsel 
12:03:26 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Session: McLaughlin080608 
-1 
continues to counsel, as to appeal - may delay order in this 
case 
12:06:43 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will decline to grant permission to appeal at this time 
12:06:57 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
Segsiori? McLaughlinO813C Page 1 
b d  
Session: McLaughlin081308 Division: DC Courtroom: CR508 
Session Date: 2008/08/13 Session Time: 08:26 
J-udge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Reporter: Tillman, Jayleen 











Prob. Officer (s) : 
C:ourt interpreter (s) : 
C:ase ID: 0018 
Case Number: CRFE08-373 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 
Co-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Dunn, Shawna 
Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
2008/08/13 
10:35:05 - Operator 
Recording: 
10:35:05 - New case 
Moore, Albert 
10:35:19 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
speaks to case, 
10:35:27 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
need earpiece 
10:38:13 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
to counsel as to trial 
10:38:27 - State Attorney: Dunn, Shawna 
response, defense is filing notice to Supreme Court 
10:38:49 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
correct 
10:42:36 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
to defendant - as to jury trial 
10:46:06 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Court is prepared to go on August 25 - will have JT, questio 
C ~ezsion: McLaughlin0813C' 
ns Jury 
J 
10:46:27 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Instructions 
10:46:29 - State Attorney: Dunn, Shawna 
witness list 
10:47:30 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
don't know if defendant will testify, no other witnesses 
10:47:50 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will be 2d JT 
10:48:09 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
as to jury panel, 45-50 voir dire 
10:49:55 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
reviews case history 
10:50:48 - Operator 
Stop recording: (Bench) 
10:51:47 - Operator 
Recording: 
10:51:47 - Record 
Moore, Albert 
10:51:48 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will see counsel, defendant 9/25/08 at 8:30am - 
10:53:01 - Operator 
Stop recording: 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs . 
ALBERT R. MOORE, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CRFE-2008-0000373 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR PERMISSIVE APPEAL 
The above-entitled matter came before this Court on August 6, 2008, for oral 
argument concerning the defendant's MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL FROM 
INTERLOCUTORY ORDER, PURSUANT TO IAR 12. Upon review of both parties' 
filings and hearing arguments in Court on both sides, this Court hereby denies the 
defendant's request at this time as an appeal may delay order in this case. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 2 day of August 2008. 
District Judge 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR PERMISSIVE APPEAL 
@-nn sm 
"I DAVID NAVARRB, Clerk 
BY A. BUCK 
D E P W  
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, I 
Defendant. I 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0000373 
MOTION FOR MENTAL 
EVALUATION 
COMES NOW, ALBERT RAY MOORE, the defendant above-named, by and through 
counsel JESSICA B. BUBLITZ, Ada County Public Defender's Office, and moves this Court for 
an ORDER for a mental evaluation upon the grounds and for the reasons set forth: 
1) That there is reason to doubt the defendant's fitness to proceed. Idaho 
Code § 18-211. 
2) That there is reason to believe that the defendant is unable to assist in his 
own defense and to understand the proceedings against him. Idaho Code § 
18-210. 
3) That the defendant is a "needy person" and unable to pay for the 
examination. 
P MOTION FOR MENTAL EVALUATION 
WHEREFORE, counsel for the defendant requests that the Court ORDER a psychiatric 
evaluation of the defendant. 
DATED, t h i / L  day of August 2008. 
~ C A  B. BUBLITZ
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE ILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this day of August 2008, I mailed a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing to the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by placing said 
same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
MOTION FOR MENTAL EVALUATION 
Session: McLaughlin082008 Page 1 
I ,  . *  
Session: McLauahlin082008 Division: DC Courtroom: CR507 
session Date: 5008/0a/~o Session Time: 08:28 
Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
















Case ID: 0025 
Case Number: CRFE08-373 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attornev: 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 
Co-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Bennetts, Jan 
Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
2008/08/20 
11:15:25 - Operator 
Recording: 
11:15:25 - New case 
Moore, Albert 
11:15:32 - Defendant: Moore, Albert 
present in custody 
11:15:39 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
present - submits affidavit to Court 
11:15:56 - State Attorney: Bennetts, Jan 
present, has not received affd - receives copy 
11:17:48 - Judae: McLauqhlin, Michael R. 
questions defendant- 
11:17:55 - Judae: McLauahlin, Michael R. 
will clear-~ourtrook, will seal record 
11:18:13 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will not be recorded 
Session: McLaughlin082008 
L . . r .  
11:18:22 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
11:26:22 - Operator 
Recording: 
11:26:22 - Record 
Moore, Albert 
11:26:24 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will order 18-211 evaluation 
11:26:33 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will vacate JT 
11:27:42 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will set status review finds contempt - direct, additional 5 
days ACJ, sets 
11:28:19 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
staus review 9/10/08 at llam 
11:28:29 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
trial vacated 
11:28:35 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
. .. .- ...~. .... ... .- -- -. - -- - - .- - .- - - .- - - - -- - - - - -- .- ~-~ - .. 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 R E C E I V E D  
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 AUG 1 8 2008 
Ada County Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, 
Case No. CR-FE-2008-0000373 
ORDER FOR MENTAL EVALUATION, 
ACCESS, AND FUNDS 
Defendant. 
For good cause appearing, this Court hereby grants the defendant's MOTION FOR 
MENTAL EVALUATION. Pursuant to Idaho Code 5 18-211, this Court hereby orders the 
director of the department of health and welfare to designate at least one (1) qualified 
psychiatrist or licensed psychologist to examine and report upon the mental condition of the 
defendant as contained herein. The appointed examiner shall also evaluate whether the 
defendant lacks capacity to make informed decisions about treatment. Said designated 
psychiatrist or psychologist shall report to the Court as specified herein. 
dl9 
ORDER FOR MENTAL EVALUATION, ACCESS, AND FUNDS 
The report shall include the following: 
1 .  A description of the nature of the examination. 
2. A diagnosis or evaluation of the mental condition of the defendant. 
3. An opinion as to the defendant's capacity to understand the proceedings 
against him and to assist in his own defense. 
4. An opinion whether the defendant lacks the capacity to make informed 
decisions about treatment as defined in Idaho Code 5 18-21 1(5)(d). 
The report shall be filed in triplicate with the Cler f the District Court, or his deputy, no 
later than the 3- day of &2 0 ~  The clerk shall 
provide a copy of the report to the prosecutor and the public defender. 
The examiner shall have three (3) days to determine the best location for the examination. 
If deemed necessary for purposes of the examination, the examiner may request a court order for 
confinement to a jail, hospital, or other suitable facility. 
The Court finds that the defendant is unable financially to pay the costs o t  the 
examination as determined in accordance with chapter 8, title 19, Idaho Code. The costs of the 
examination shall be borne by Ada County. If able, the defendant may be required to reimburse 
Ada County for the cost of the examination. 
The defendant is currently incarcerated at the Ada County Jail. The Ada County Sheriff 
$mlJ allow the examiner, and any and all members of hisher staff, access to the defendant and 
entry into the Ada County Jail to conduct the examination(s) of the defendant at any and all 
reasonable, prearranged times. The Ada County Sheriff shall provide a private area for the 
evaluation and any and all reasonable facilities to the examiner, and any and all members of 
hisher staff, to complete the examination of the defendant. 
The Clerk of this Court shall serve a copy hereof upon the Idaho Department of Health 
and Welfare-District 4 Adult Mental Health, the Ada County Trial Court Administrator, the 
Ada County Sheriff, the Ada County Prosecutor, and the Ada County Public Defender forthwith. 
SO ORDERED AND DATED, this a day of August 2008. 
District Judge 
ORDER FOR MENTAL EVALUATION, ACCESS, AND FUNDS 
-. . $EP 1 9 2008 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
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Session: McLaughlin092608 Division: DC Courtroom: CR508 
Session Date: 2008/09/26 Session Time: 08:45 
Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 












Case ID: 0001 
Case Number: CRFE08-373 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 
Co-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: HAWS, JOSH 
Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
2008/09/26 
09:04:56 - Operator 
Recording: 
09:04:56 - New case 
Moore, Albert 
09:05:05 - Defendant: Moore. Albert 
present in custody -pri&on 
09:05:15 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
present 
09:05:27 - State Attorney: HAWS, JOSH 
present 
09:05:55 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
has reviewed 18-211 - indicates that def is capable of under 
standing, can 
09:06:14 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
assist in defense 
09:06:18 - Public Defender: Bublitz. Jessica 
would like trial setting 
09:06:39 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
would set this JT 12/8/08 at am, PTC 11/19/08 at Oam 
09:07:22 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Sesslon: McLaughlin09260P 
I 
all discovery, ect completed 
09 :07 :50  - Operator 
Stop recording: 
Session: McLaughlin10220P Page 1 
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Session: McLauahlin102208 Division: DC Courtroom: CR507 
Session Date: 5008/10/22 Session Time: 08:18 
Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Reporter: Hohenieitner, Tammy 














Court interpreter (s) : 
Case ID: 0022 
Case Number: CRFE08-373 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0023. 





i0:42:29 - Operator 
Recording: 
10:42:29 - New case 
Moore, Albert 
10:42:40 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
- . . ~  . 
Case ID: 0023 
Case Number: CRFE08-373 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 
Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0022. 
S e s s i o n :  McLaughlin10220P 
.I 
Co-Defendant ( s )  : 
P e r s .  A t t o r n e y :  
S t a t e  A t t o r n e y :  
P u b l i c  Defender:  
10 :52:03  - O p e r a t o r  
Recording:  
10 :52:03  - R e c a l l  
Moore, A l b e r t  
10 :52:23  - Judge:  McLaughlin, Michael  R .  
t ime  s e t  f o r  h e a r i n g  based  upon l e t t e r  from d e f  - a s k i n g  t o  
d i s m i s s  a t t y  
10:53:00 - Judge:  McLaughlin, Michael R .  
Courtroom c l e a r e d ,  n o t  r eco rded  p e r  Judge - o n l y  t r a n s c r i b e d  
10:53:33  - O p e r a t o r  
S t o p  r e c o r d i n g :  
31:12:31 - O p e r a t o r  
Recording:  
11 :12:31  - Record 
Moore, A l b e r t  
11 :12:32  - Judge :  McLaughlin, Michael  R .  
speaks  t o  d e f e n d a n t  - no c o n f l i c t  o f  i n t e r e s t  i n  t h i s  c a s e  
11:12:51  - Defendant :  Moore, A l b e r t  
r e sponse  
11:13:27 - Judge :  McLaughlin, Michael  R .  
d e f e n s e  w i l l  c o n t i n u e  t o  be  c o u n s e l  
11:13:37 - O p e r a t o r  
S t o p  r e c o r d i n g :  
Sesslon: McLaughlinlll90' Page 1 
Session: McLaughlin111908 Division: DC Courtroom: CR507 
Session Date: 2008/11/19 Session Time: 08:24 
Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Reporter: Hohenleitner, Tammy 






Ferguson, Brent A. 
Guzman, Cathy 
Haws, Joshua 





Court interpreter(s) : 
Case ID: 0018 
Case Number: CRFE08-373 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 





11:20:18 - Operator 
Recording: 
11:20:18 - New case 
Moore, Albert 
11:20:22 - Defendant: Moore, Albert 
present - needs to review some things 
11:20:57 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will reset PTC 12/1/08 at 3pm - still set for trial 
11:21:53 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
Session: McLauahlin12010' Page 3 
Session: McLaughlin120108 Division: DC Courtroom: CR504 
Session Date: 2008/12/01 Session Time: 08:40 
Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Reporter: Hohenleitner, Tammy 






Public Defender (s) : 
Bublitz, Jessica 
Prob. Officer (s) : 
Court interpreter(.$): 
Case ID: 0002 
Case Number: CRFE08-373 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Moore, Albert 
Co-Defendant (s) : 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: Bennetts, Jan 
Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
2008/12/01 
14:40:16 - Operator 
Recording: 
14:40:16 - New case 
Moore, Albert 
14:40:24 - Defendant: Moore, Albert 
present in custody - Prison 
14:40:54 - State Attorney: Bennetts, Jan 
present 
14:41:05 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
present 
14:41:18 - State Attorney: Bennetts, Jan 
asks to correct Information in this case 
14:42:10 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Alford plea, also conditional plea 
14:42:24 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
also - defendant may appeal another issue as well 
14:47:17 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
Ct 2 will be dismissed 
14:47:57 - Defendant: Moore, Albert 
pleads guilty to DUI 
14:48:05 - State Attorney: Bennetts, Jan 
statement to Court 
Session: McLauqhlin12010' 
14:51:23 - Public Defender: Bublitz, Jessica 
approves of plea 
14:51:28 - Defendant: Moore, Albert 
sworn as to plea 
14:52:11 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
reviews guilty plea with defendant 
14:56:36 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will accept guilty plea today 
14:56:44 - Judae: McLauahlin. Michael R. 
factual basis 
< 
14:56:48 - Judae: McLauahlin, Michael R < 4 
will proceed to sentencing quickly . 
14:57:02 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael R. 
will use Judge Wilper's report - 12/31/08 at loam 
14:58:09 - Judge: McLaughlin, Michael, R. 
to defendant 
14:58:41 - Operator 
Stop recording: 
4 
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GUILTY PLEA ADVISORY f i -  - -- P M..&-- 
7 DEC 0 P 2008 
&\b Defendant's Name: 
WUPI 
Date: Case Number(s): &?- pp 2 DW 
Pleading Guilty to: Charge@): Minimum & Maximum PrisonlFine 
STATEMENT OF RIGHTS & EXPLANATION F WAIVERS BY PLEA OF GUILTY 
(PLEASE INITIAL EACH RESPONSE) 
I. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything about the crime(s) you are 
accused of committing. If you have a trial, the state could not call you as a witness or ask you 
any questions. However, anything you do say can be used as evidence against you in court. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent before and during 
trial.,$..+q . 
I!. The waiver of your right to remain silent only applies to your plea of guilty to the crime(s) in this 
case. Even after pleading guilty, you will still have the right to refuse to answer any question or 
to provide any infcirmation that might tend to show you committed some other crime@). You can 
also refuse to answer or provide any information that might tend to increase the punishment for 
the crime(s) to wbich you are pleading guilty. 
McLaughlin I Williamson I Wilper July 1, 2007 
003.85 
I understand that by pleading guilty to the crime(s) in this case, I still have the right to remain 
silent with respect to any other crime(s) and with respect to answering questions or providing 
information that may increase my sentence.& - . 
111. You have the right to be represented by an attorney. If you want an attorney and cannot pay for 
one, you can ask the judge for an attorney who will be paid by the county. I 
understand-. 
IV. You are presumed to be innocent. You would be found guilty if: 1) you plead guilty in front of the 
judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury trial. 
I u derstand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to be presumed innocent. 
e$e. . 
V. You have the right to a speedy and public jury trial. A jury trial is a court hearing to determine 
whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) brought against you. In a jury trial, you have 
the right to present evidence in your defense and to testify in your own defense. The state must 
convince each and every one of the jurors of your guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 
I derstand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to a speedy and public jury trial. k.; 
Vl. You have the right to confront the witnesses against you. This occurs during a jury trial where 
the state must prove its case by calling witnesses to testify under oath in front of you, the jury, 
and your attorney. Your attorney could then cross-examine (question) each witness. You could 
also call your own witnesses of your choosing to testify concerning your guilt or innocence. If 
you do not have the funds to bring those witnesses to court, the state will pay the cost of 
bringing your witnesses to court. 
1 understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my the witnesses against me, 
and to present witnesses and evidence in my defense. 
(Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question consult your attorney 
before answering.) 
1. Do you read and write the English language? @ NO 
If not, have you been provided with an interpreter to 
help you fill out this form? YES NO NIA 
2. What is your agi?? + 
McLaughlin 1 Williamson l Wilper July 1, 2007 
001.36 
3. What is your true and legal name? did 9 Y-f d b o q  
4. What was the highest grade you completed in school? 13 
If you did not complete high school; have you received 
either a general education diploma or high school 
equivalency diploma? @ N O  NIA 
5. Are you currently under the care of a mental health 
professional? YES @ 
6. Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental health 
disorder? YES 
If so, what was the diagnosis and when was it made? 
7. Are you currently prescribed any medication? YES 
If so, have you taken your prescription medication 
during the past 24 hours? YES NO* 
1 
8. In the last 24 hours, have you taken any medications or 
drugs, or drank any alcoholic beverages which you 
believe affect your ability to make a reasoned and 
informed decision in this case? YES 
9. Is there any other reason that you would be unable to 
make a reasoned and informed decision in this case? YES 
10. Is your guilty plea the result of a plea agreement? N O  
-d 
If so, what are the terms of that plea agreement? 
(If available, a written plea agreement should be 
5'' ' 
attached hereto as "Addendum 'A"') 
\ -t-9 
11. There are two types of plea agreements. Please initial 
the one paragraph below which describes the type 
of plea you are entering: 
a. I understsnd that my plea agreement is a binding plea agreement. 
This means that if the district court does not impose the specific 
sentence as recommended by both parties, I will be allowed, to 
withdraw my plea of guilty and proceed to a jury trial. 
- 3 - McLaughlin 1 Williamson 1 Wilper July 1, 2007 
nn.8 27 
b. l understand that my plea agreement is a non-binding plea 
agreement. This means that the court is not bound by the agreement 
or any sentencing recommendations, and may impose any sentence 
authorized by law, including the maximum sentence stated above. 
Because the court is not bound by the agreement, if the district court 
chooses not to follow the agreement, I will not have the right to 
withdraw my guilty plea. &&!.hz . 
12. As a term of your plea agreement, are you pleading 
guilty to more than one crime? YES a ,- 
If so, do you understand that your sentences for each 
crime could be ordered to be sewed either concurrently 
(at the same time) or consecutively (one after the other)? YES NO 
13. Is this a conditional guilty plea in which you are 
resewing your right to appeal any pre-trial issues? @ NO 
If so, what issue are you resewing the right to appeal? 
14. Have you waived your right to appeal your judgment 
of conviction and sentence as part of your plea 
agreement? 
15. Have any other promises been made to you which have 
influenced your decision to plead guilty? YES c j  
If so, what are those promises? 
16. Have you had sufficient time to discuss 
your case with your attorney? 
17. Have you told your attorney everything you know about 
the crime(s) to which you are pleading guilty? -0 
18. Is there anything you have requested your attorney 
to do that has not been done? YES 5Gi-J
lf yes, please explain. 
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19. Your attorney can get various items from the 
prosecutor relating to your case. These may include 
police reports, witness statements, tape recordings, 
photographs, reports of scientific testing, etc. This is 
called discovery. Have you reviewed the evidence 




20. Are there any witnesses whose testimony would show 
that you are innocent? ef 
21. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you will waive \C 
any defenses, both factual and legal, that you believe 
,aP 
you may have in this case? 
6 
YES NO 
22. Are there any motions or other requests for relief that 
you believe should still be filed in this case? YES NO 
If so, what motions or requests? 
23. Do you understand that if you enter an 
guilty plea in this case you will not be a 
any rulings that came before the guilty plea including: 
1) any searches or seizures that occurred in your case; 
2) any issues concerning the method or manner of your 
Arrest; and 3)'any issues about any statements you may 
have made to law enforcement officers? YES NO 
24. Do you understand that when you plead guilty, you are 
admitting the truth of each and every allegation contained 
in the charge(s) to which you plead guilty? YES NO 
25. Are you currently on probation or parole? YES @ 
If so, do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case 
could be the basis of a violation of that probation or parole? YES 
26. If you are not a citizen of the United States, the entry 
of a plea or making of factual admissions could have 
consequences of deportation or removal, inability to 
obtain legal status in the United States, or denial of 
an application for United States citizenship. Do you 
understand? YES NO 
27. Is the crime to which you will plead guilty one which 
will require you to register as a sex offender? 
(I.C. § 18-8304) 
- 5 -  McLaughlin 1 Williamson 1 Wilper July 1. 2007 
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28. Are you aware that if you plead guilty you may be 
required to pay restitution to the victims in this case? @NO 
(I.C. $19-5304) 
29. Have you agreed to pay restitution in another case as 
a condition of your plea agreement in this case? YES N% - 
If so, to whom? 
30. Is there a mandatory driver's license suspension as a 
result of a guilty plea in this case? @, NO 
If so, for how long must your license be suspended? 
31. Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which a mandatory 
domestic violence, substance abuse, or psychosexual 
evaluation is required?  YES^ 
(I.C. §$la-91 8(7)(a),-8005(9),-8317) 
32. Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you may be 
required to pay the costs of prosecution and 
investigation? (I.C. § 37-2732A(K)) YES @ 
33. Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you will be 
required to submit a DNA sample to the state? YES@ 
(I.C. $ 19-5506) 
34. Are you pleading guilty to a crime of violence for which 
the court could impose a civil penalty of up to $5,000, 
payable to the victim of the crime? (I.C. $ 19-5307) YES a 
35. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the periqd of your sentence, you will lose your 
right to vote in Idaho? (lo. CONST. art. 6, $3)  
36. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your right 
to hold public office in Idaho? (lo. CONST. art. 6, $ 3) YES NO 
37. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your right 
Q 
to perform jury sewice in ldaho? (ID. CONST. art. 6, $ 3) YES NO 
38. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony 
you will lose yobr right to purchase, possess, or carry 
Q, 
firearms? (I.C. 5 18-310) 
- 6 - McLaughlin 1 Williamson 1 Wilper July 1, 2007 
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39. Do you understand that no one, including your attorney, 
can force you to plead guilty in this case? 
40. Are you entering your plea freely and voluntarily? 
41. Are you pleading guilty because you did commit the acts 
alleged in the information or indictment? 
L 
42. If you were provided with an interpreter to help you fill out 
this form, have you had any trouble understanding your 
interpreter? YES NO @ 
43. Have you had any trouble answering any of the questions 
in this form which you could not resolve by discussion with 
your attorney? 
I have answered the questions on pages 1-7 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form truthfully, 
understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed each question and 
answer with my attorney, and have completed this form freely and voluntarily. Furthermore, no 
one has threatened me to do so. 
Dated thi&day of drc ,20 L2.d. 
I hereby acknowledge that I have discussed, in detail, the foregoing questions and answers 
with my client. 
DEFEND 
FINAL 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, I 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ALBERT R. MOORE, 
Defendant. 
Case No. H0800373 
I JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
DOB:
SSN:
This being the time fixed by the Court for pronouncing sentence upon the 
//defendant, ALBERT R. MOORE, the Court noted the presence of the Prosecuting 
l l ~ t t o rne~ ,  or his deputy. the defendant, and Jessica Bublitz, counsel for the defendant, 
Il in court. 
The defendant was duly informed of the Information filed against him, and the 
Ildefendan entered an Alford plea of guilty on December 1. 2008 to the crime of 
I1 COUNT I: OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE (TWO OR MORE WITHIN TEN YEARS), 
I la felony under I.C. $18-8004, 8005(5) committed on or about September 3, 2006. 
11 Count I1 was dismissed pursuant to plea negotiations, 
11 The defendant, and his counsel, were then asked if they had any legal cause or 11 reason to offer why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the 
11 defendant, and if the defendant, or his counsel, wished to make a statement on behalf 
11 of the defendant, or to present any information to the Court in mitigation of punishment; 
I I and the Court, having accepted such statement, and having found no legal cause or 
reason why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the defendant 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - Page I 
003  44 
I(at this time; does render its judgment of conviction as follows, to-wit: 
I 
2 11 That, whereas, the defendant having pled guilty in this Court to the crime of 
5 11 IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED. ADJUDGED. AND DECREED that the 
3 
4 
COUNT I: OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE (TWO OR MORE WITHIN TEN YEARS), 
a felony under I.C. $18-8004, 8005(5). 
1)  8004. 8005(5) and that he be sentenced to the ldaho State Board of Correction, under 
6 
11 the Unified Sentence Law of the State of Idaho, for an aggregate term of six (6) years. 
defendant, ALBERT R. MOORE, is guilty of the crime of COUNT I: OPERATING A 
MOTOR VEHICLE (TWO OR MORE WlTHlN TEN YEARS), a felony under I.C. $18- 





11 term to run concurrently with Ada County Case No. CRFE-2008-374 and said term to 
to be sewed as follows: a minimum period of confinement of one (1) year, followed by 
14 11 commence immediately. The defendant shall receive eight hundred forty-eight (848) 
17 llabsolutely suspended for five (5) years commencing on the date of the defendant's 
1s 
16 
l8 11 release from incarceration. 
days credit for time served prior to the entry of this Judgment. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant's driver's license shall be 
l9 11 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this 







Sentenced and dated this 31 st day of De 
- 
hichael R. McLaughlin 
District Judge 
26 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - Page 2 
* 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, J. David Navarro, the undersigned uthority, do hereby certify that I have d' mailed, by United States Mail, on this a day of January, 2009, one copy of the: 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT TO STATE as notice pursuant to 
Rule 77(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes 
addressed as follows: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAlL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAlL 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
CENTRAL RECORDS 
1299 N ORCHARD SUITE 110 
BOISE ID 83706 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA MARSHAL'S OFFICE 
PSI DEPARTMENT 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAlL 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DRIVERS SERVICES 
PO BOX 71 29 
BOISE ID 83731 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
11 JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - Page 3 001.46 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 W. Front, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
NO. 
FILED 
A.M P . M ~ ~  
JAW 07 2009 
J. DAVID MAVARRO, Clerk 
By HEIDI KELLY 
DEPUN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 




vs . ) Criminal No. CR-FE-2008-0000373 
) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, ) 
) 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, GREG BOWER, ADA COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Defendant, appeals against the 
State of Idaho to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
final Decision and Order entered against him in 
the above-entitled action on the 31st day of 
December, 2008, the Honorable Michael R. 
McLaughlin, District Judge, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho 
Supreme Court, and the Judgment described in 
paragraph one (1) above is appealable pursuant to 
I.A.R. 11 (c) (1). 
3. That the Defendant requests the entire reporter's 
standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(a), 
I.A.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Paga 1 
4. The Defendant also requests the preparation of the 
following additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
Hearing held: December 31, 2008 
Court Reporter: T. Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 
hearing estimated: less than 50 
Hearing held: June 12, 2008 
Court Reporter: T. Hohenleitner 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 
hearing estimated: less than 50 
5. The Defendant requests that the clerk's record 
contain only those documents automatically 
included as set out in I.A.R. 28(b) (2), including 
the Grand Jury Transcript if Indicted, any Jury 
Instructions requested and given, and Pre-Sentence 
Investigation Report. 
6. I certify: 
a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has 
been served on the reporter. 
b) That the Defendant is exempt from paying 
the estimated transcript fee because he 
is an indigent person and is unable to 
pay said fee. 
c) That the Defendant is exempt from paying 
the estimated fee for preparation of the 
record because he is an indigent person 
and is unable to pay said fee. 
d) That the Defendant is exempt from paying 
the appellate filing fee because he is 
indigent and is unable to pay said fee. 
e) That service has been made upon all 
parties required to be served pursuant 
to I.A.R. 20. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 2 
7. That the Defendant anticipates raising issues 
including, but not limited to: 
a) "Did the district court abuse its 
discretion by sentencing the defendant 
to a one (1) year determinate; five (5) 
years indeterminate sentence?" 
b) "Did the district court err in denying 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss pursuant 
to Defendant's speedy trial rights being 
violated?" 
C) "Did the district court err in allowing 
a prior offense from another state, 
which had no finding that it was a 
substantially conforming code, to be 
used in order for this case to be 
charged as a felony?" 
DATED This 6th dav of Januarv, 2009 - 
BUBLITZ 
Attorney for D e f e n d a n t  
NOTICE OF APPEAL, P a g e  3 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, That on the 6th day of January, 2009, I 
mailed a true and correct copies of the foregoing, NOTICE OF 
APPEAL to : 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, ATTORNEY GENERAL, a n d  
T. HOHENLEITNER, HONORABLE JUDGE McLAUGHLIN'S COURT REPORTER 
by depositing the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL, P a g e  4 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC D E F E N D ~ E  2 \ 11 2 
Attorneys for Defendant ii f ...7.,., 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 110~i.i 3 ;  i':"l 
Boise, Idaho 83702 da county C'er' 
Telephone: (208) 287-740& 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
1 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) Criminal No. CR-FE-2008-0000373 
) 
VS . ) 
) 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, ) ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
) APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Defendant-Appellant. ) ON DIRECT APPEAL 
The above-named Defendant, ALBERT RAY MOORE , being indigent 
and having heretofore been represented by the Ada County Public 
Defender's Office in the District Court, and said Defendant 
having elected to pursue a direct appeal in the above- entitled 
matter; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, That the Idaho 
State Appellate Public Defender is appointed to represent the 
above named Defendant, ALBERT RAY MOORE, in all matters 
District Judge 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER ON DIRECT APPEAL 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State of ldaho 
I.S.B. # 4843 
SARA B. THOMAS 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
I.S.B. # 5867 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
ka - 
Fiii" 
.::-...yI'gk2 AM , , 
FEB 2 0 2009 
d. UAVII) ElAVARRO, t$b& 
WeRAotEvJ.nnEs 
mmm 
Boise, ldaho 83703 
(208) 334-271 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
) 
) CASE NO. H0800373 
\ 
v. j S.C. DOCKET NO. 36033 
\ 
ALBERT R. MOORE, i AMENDED 
1 NOTICE OF APPEAL Defendant-Appellant. 
\ 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, GREG BOWER, ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR, 200 
WEST FRONT STREET 3RD FLOOR, BOISE, ID, 83702, AND THE CLERK OF 
THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the ldaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction entered 
in the above-entitled action on the 5'h day of January, 2008, the Honorable 
Michael R. McLaughlin, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the ldaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to ldaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 1 I(c)(l-10). 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Paae 1 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, islare: 
(a) Did the district court err abuse its discretion by imposing an 
excessive sentence? 
(b) Did the district court err in denying the defendant's Motion to 
Dismiss pursuant to defendant's speedy trial rights being violated? 
(c) Did the district court err in allowing a prior offense from another 
state, which had no finding that it was a substantially conforming code, to 
be used in order for this case to be charged as a felony? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(c). The appellant 
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
(a) Motion to Dismiss Hearing held on June 12, 2008 (Court Reporter: 
Tamara Hohenleitner, estimation of less than 50 pages); 
(b) Hearina on Motion for Permissive Appeal held on August 6. 2008 
lCourt Reporter: Tamara Hohenleitner, estimation of less than 50 paqes); 
(c) Motion for I.C. 5 18-211 Hearing held on Auaust 20, 2008 (Court 
Reporter: Tamara Hohenleitner, estimation of less than 50 paqes); 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Paae 2 
(d) Status Hearing held on September 26, 2008 (Court Reporter: 
Tamara Hohenleitner, estimation of less than 50 paaes); 
(e) Motion to Disqualifv Public Defender Hearing held on October 22, 
2008 (Court Reporter: Tamara Hohenleitner, estimation of less than 50 
Daaes); 
(f) Entry of Guiltv Plea Hearina held on December 1, 2008 (Court 
Reporter: Tamara Hohenleitner, estimation of less than 50 pages); and 
(g) Sentencing Hearing held on December 31, 2008 (Court Reporter: 
Tamara Hohenleitner, estimation of less than 50 pages). 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
I.A.R. 28(b)(2): 
(a) Letter from Defendant filed September 19, 2008; 
(b) Guiltv Plea Form filed December I. 2008; and 
(c) Anv exhibits, including but not limited to letters or victim impact 
statements, addendums to the PSI or other items offered at motion to 
dismiss hearing or sentencina hearina including, but not limited to. the 
Evaluation received September 5. 2007. 
7. 1 certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court 
Reporter, Tamara Hohenleitner; 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code 5s 31-3220,31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (I.C. $j§ 31-3220,31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8)); 
(d) That arrangements have been made with Ada County who will be 
responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is 
indigent, Idaho Code §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e); 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to 1.A.R 20. 
DATED this 2oth day of February, 2008. 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Pase 4 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 2oih day of February, 2009, caused a 
true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be 
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
JESSICA BUBLITZ 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
200 WEST FRONT, SUITE 1107 
BOISE ID 83702 
TAMARA HOHENLEITNER 
COURT REPORTER 
200 WEST FRONT STREET 
BOISE ID 83702 
GREG BOWER 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
200 WEST FRONT STREET 3RD FLOOR 
BOISE ID 83702 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
P.O. BOX 83720 
BOISE. ID 83720-0010 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
VS. 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 36033 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the course of 
this action. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as CONFIDENTIAL 
EXHIBITS to the Record: 
1. Evaluation, dated September 4,2007, 
2. Psychological Evaluation, dated September 12,2008. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will he submitted as EXHIBITS to the 
Record: 
1. Brief In Support Of Defendant's Motion To Dismiss, filed May 16,2008. 
2. State's Supplemental Memorandum In Response To Defendant's Motion To Dismiss, filed 
June 30,2008. 
3. Defendant's Supplemental Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Dismiss (With Prejudice), 
filed July 9,2008. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court 
this b t h  day of February, 2009. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
) 
) ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
) AUGMENT THE APPELLATE 
) RECORD 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I 
) Supreme Court Docket NO. 36033-2009 
) Ada County District Court No. 2008-373 
1 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE APPELLATE RECORD and AFFIDAVIT IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AUGMENT THE APPELLATE RECORD were filed by counsel for 
Appellant on August 11, 2009. Subsequently, this Court contacted the District Court Clerk and was 
advised that the videotape requested was not available although, an audio recording of the 
requested hearing could be provided instead. Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT THE 
APPELLATE RECORD be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the District Court Clerk shill sub~nit o 
this Court the item listed below as an EXHIBIT, a copy of which was NOT submitted with this 
Motion and not contained in this record on appeal: 
1. An audiorecording of the 9/5/06 video arraignment in front of Judge Swain. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED t.hat the District Court Clerk shall submit the item listed above 
to this Court on or before seven (7) days of the date of this Order. 
DATED thin @ day of August 2009. 
For the Supreme Court 
7 
- .  
Stephen W. ICeny;n, Clerk 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
nRnER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT TI= APPELLATE RECORD -Docket No 36033-2009 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
VS. 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 36033 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, J. DAVID NAVARRO, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO BOISE, IDAHO 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
Date of Service: FEB 2 7 2009 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 36033 
ALBERT RAY MOORE, I 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
I Defendant-Appellant. I 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certifL that the above and foregoing 
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and hound under my direction as, and is a true 
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
7th day of January, 2009. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
